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1 Summary
1.1 Summary
Bladder cancer is one of the major cancers affecting men and women. In order for
bladder cancer to progress, it needs to induce the growth of blood vasculature to
acquire oxygen and nutrients. Therefore, inhibiting the growth of blood vasculature
could be a promising therapeutic strategy. However, current anti-angiogenic therapy
that targets VEGF-A axis has shown limited success in treating cancer. Therefore,
new therapeutic targets are necessary to block angiogenesis.
Tumor-associated blood vasculature differs from vasculature in healthy tissue and
therefore proteins present on tumor vasculature may serve as biomarkers or targets for
antiangiogenic therapy in cancer. In order to identify novel tumor-associated
vasculature markers, we performed immuno-laser capture microdissection (i-LCM) of
vasculature from invasive human bladder cancers and adjacent healthy bladder tissue
and performed transcriptional profiling using human exon arrays. We found a large
number of transcripts to be expressed in tumor-associated blood vasculature versus
the vasculature of adjacent normal bladder tissue. The endothelial cell-specific
molecule endocan (ESM1) was highly expressed on tumor-associated vasculature
with no expression on vasculature of healthy bladder tissue. Endocan was associated
with filopodia of angiogenic endothelial tip cells in invasive bladder cancer. Endocan
expression on tumor vessels correlated strongly with staging and invasiveness,
predicting a shorter recurrence-free survival time in noninvasive bladder cancers.
Furthermore, endocan levels were higher in plasma of patients with invasive bladder
cancer than healthy individuals. Mechanistic investigations in cultured blood vascular
endothelial cells and transgenic mice revealed that endocan expression was stimulated
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by VEGF-A through the phosphorylation and activation of VEGFR-2, which was
required to promote cell migration and tube formation by VEGF-A. These findings
suggest that disrupting endocan interactions with VEGFR-2 or VEGF-A could offer a
novel rational strategy to inhibit tumor angiogenesis. Furthermore, endocan might
serve as a useful biomarker to monitor disease progression or the response to VEGFA–targeting therapies in patients with bladder cancer. Besides endocan, angiopoietinlike-2 (ANGPTL2) and 5’ecto nucleotidase (NT5E, CD73) were upregulated on
tumor-associated vessels and showed association of high expression with shorter
progression-free survival time in patients with bladder cancer. Significantly higher
levels of ANGPTL2 were detected in the plasma of patients with non-invasive and
invasive bladder cancer compared to healthy volunteers. We also found upregulation
of insulin receptor (INSR) on tumor-associated vasculature, and high expression
correlated with shorter recurrence-free survival time of non-invasive bladder cancer
patients. Our initial studies in cultured human blood vascular endothelial cells suggest
that insulin receptor is upregulated by hypoxia.
Using human exon arrays for transcriptional profiling allowed us to investigate
alternative splicing/transcription of transcripts. Using several bioinformatics analysis
methods, we could identify the presence of several alternative transcripts of molecules
known to be involved in angiogenesis. We identified a shorter TSP2 transcript
(BX641023) in tumor-associated vasculature that lacks TSP-1 repeats, that are antiangiogenic. Therefore, we believe that the short TSP2 transcript does not have antiangiogenic properties.
Collectively, these studies have led to an improved understanding of the tumor
vasculature of bladder cancer. Future studies based on these findings could potentially
lead to novel therapeutic targets or biomarkers.
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1.2 Zusammenfassung
Blasenkrebs ist eine der häufigsten Krebsarten. Um zu gedeihen und seinen Bedarf an
Sauerstoff und Nährstoffen zu decken, ist dieser Krebs, wie jeder andere Krebs auch,
darauf angewiesen, das Wachstum der Blutgefässe anzuregen (Angiogenese). Viele
Therapien versuchen deshalb, diesen Prozess zu hemmen. Am häufigstens wurde bis
jetzt zu diesem Zweck die VEGF-A Achse ins Visier genommen, leider aber zeigte
dieser Ansatz wenig Erfolg in der Krebsbekämpfung. Um die Angiogenese effektiver
hemmen zu können, ist es deshalb angezeigt, nach neuen therapeutischen Zielen zu
suchen.
Blutgefässe eines Tumors unterscheiden sich von Blutgefässen in gesunden Gewebe;
diese Unterschiede können als Biomarker dienen oder neue therapeutische Ansätze
ermöglichen. Um neue Tumor-assoziierte vaskuläre Marker zu finden, führten wir
eine sogenannte "immuno-laser capture microdissection (i-LCM) und "transcriptional
profiling" von Blutgefässen von menschlichen Blasenkrebsen durch; als Kontrolle
dienten Gefässe von normalem Blasengewebe. Wir fanden eine Vielzahl von
Transkripten, die nur in den Tumor-assozierten Gefässen aber nicht in den normalen
Gefässen exprimiert waren. Das endothel-spezifische Molekül Endocan (ESM1) war
sehr stark in den Tumor-assoziierten Gefässen exprimiert aber nicht in den normalen
Gefässen. Wir fanden Endocan in den Filipodien von endothelialen Tip-Zellen in den
Blutgefässen im Blasenkrebsgewebe. Die Expression von Endocan korrelierte stark
mit dem Staging und der Invasivität des Tumors, sowie mit der Zeitspanne bis zum
Tumorrezidiv. Plasmaspiegel von Endocan waren auch in Patienten mit Blasenkrebs
erhöht, verglichen mit gesunden Personen. Mechanistische Studien in kultivierten
Zellen zeigten, dass die Expression von Endocan durch VEGF-A stimuliert wird,
vermittelt durch die Phosphorylierung und Aktivierung von VEGFR2, der für die
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Aktivierung der Zellmigration notwendig war. Diese Erkenntnisse könnten neue
Ansätze bieten zur Hemmung der Tumorangiogenese. Darüberhinaus könnte Endocan
auch als Tumormarker dienen zur Monitorisierung der Tumorprogression oder als
Marker für das Ansprechen einer anti-angiogenen Therapie. Neben Endocan waren
auch Angiopoietin-like-2 (ANGPL2) und 5' Ektonuklease (NT5E, CD73) in den
Tumor-assoziierten Gefässen hochreguliert und deren Expressionslevel korrelierte mit
einer kürzeren progressionsfreien Überlebenszeit bei Patienten mit Blasenkrebs. Auch
fanden sich signifikant höhere Plasmaspiegel von ANGPTL2 bei Patienten mit
Blasenkrebs verglichen mit normalen Personen. Wir fanden in den Tumorassoziierten Gefässen ebenfalls eine höhere Expression des Insulinrezeptors (INSR),
und dessen Expressionslevel korrelierte mit einem verkürzten Rezidiv-freien
Überleben. Aufgrund von Studien mit kultivierten humanen Endothelzellen vermuten
wir, dass die Expression des Insulinrezeptors durch Hypoxie stimuliert wird.
Durch den Einsatz von Exon Arrays war es uns auch möglich, das alternative Splicing
verschiedener Transkripte zu untersuchen. So fanden wir durch den Einsatz von
Bioinformatik-Analysen alternative Splice-Varianten in Gefässen aus Tumorgewebe
verglichen mit normalem Gewebe. Wir fanden beispielsweise ein verkürztes
Transkript von TSP2 (BX641023) in den Tumorgefässen; interessanterweise fehlt
dem verkürzten Transkript das TSP1 Motiv (welches eine anti-angiogenische
Eigenschaft aufweist). Wir vermuten daher, dass das verkürzte TSP2 Transkript keine
anti-angiogene Funktion mehr hat.
Zusammenfassend haben diese Studien das Verständnis der Biologie der Tumorassoziierten Blutgefässe beim Blasenkrebs erweitert. Weiterführende Studien könnten
eventuell zu neuen therapeutischen Ansätzen und/oder Biomarkern führen.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Anatomy and histology of the blood vascular system
The blood vascular system is a dense network of arteries, veins and capillaries. The
main role of the blood vascular system is the supply of oxygen and nutrients and the
removal of cellular and metabolic waste products. The blood vessels consist of three
defined histological layers: the tunica intima, the tunica media and the tunica
adventitia. The innermost layer, tunica intima, is formed of a single layer of
endothelial cells mounted on a basement membrane. The basement membrane
consists of laminins, collagen type IV, nidogens and perlecan [1]. Underneath, there is
a layer of fibro-elastic tissue and an internal elastic lamina that separates the tunica
intima layer from the tunica media. The middle layer, tunica media mostly consists of
smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and elastic fibers. The tunica media is separated from
the outermost layer, the tunica adventitia, by another elastin lamina. The tunica
adventitia is made out of collagen fibers that provide connection to surrounding tissue
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Anatomy and histology of the blood vascular system. Oxygenated blood transports
oxygen via arteries, arterioles and capillaries to periphery tissues. Deoxygenated blood returns back to
the heart via capillaries, venules and veins. Both arteries and veins contain a tunica intima, tunica
media, and tunica adventitia, but the relative ratios of smooth muscle cells, elastic fibers, and collagen
vary significantly. Arterial walls are thicker than venule walls due to their larger tunica media [2, 3].

The composition of three layers varies among different types of vessels. Arteries are
distinguished by the high number of SMCs and elastic fibers that are responsible for
maintaining vascular pressure. Veins have a thinner vascular wall and less elastic
tissue than arteries. Capillaries are the smallest diameter vessels and consist of a
single layer of endothelial cells and their basement membrane. At intervals, the
endothelial cells of capillaries may be surrounded by pericytes (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Structure of the vessel walls of capillaries, arterioles and venules. A) Capillaries consist
of endothelial cells (EC) surrounded by a basement membrane and a sparse layer of pericytes (PC)
embedded within a basement membrane (BM). B) Arterioles and venules have an increased coverage
of mural cells (smooth muscle cells) compared to capillaries [4].

2.2 Cell types forming the blood vasculature and their physiological
roles
2.2.1 Endothelial cells
Endothelial cells form a monolayer that lines the entire vascular system. In an adult,
there are approximately 1 x 1013 endothelial cells that would together cover an area of
4000 - 7000 m2 and “weigh” approximately 1kg [5]. The endothelium plays an
important role in many physiological processes including the control of vasomotor
tone, hemostatic balance, permeability, cell and nutrient trafficking, innate and
adaptive immunity and formation of new blood vessels. Although endothelial cells
form a closed system throughout our body, there are phenotypic variations between
endothelial cells in different portions of the vascular tree (arterial, venous and
capillaries) and between endothelial cells in different organs and tissues (muscle,
kidney, liver and brain). Endothelial cells from different vascular trees and beds show
different gene expression [6, 7], express different surface markers [8-11] and show a
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different response to external stimuli [12-14]. Heterogeneity of endothelial cells is
necessary

due

to

diverse

functions

of

endothelium

in

different

tissue

microenvironments such as filtration of blood (fenestrated glomerular endothelium of
kidneys), formation of the blood-brain barrier (tight junction endothelium of brain),
absorption and passage of nutrients (fenestrated endothelium in hepatic sinusoids).
The heterogeneity is a result of different microenvironmental conditions endothelial
cells are exposed to; for example, the endothelium of lung capillaries is exposed to
high levels of oxygen, whereas the endothelium of the vasa recta in the inner medulla
of the kidney is exposed to a profoundly hypoxic, hyperosmolar, and hyperkalemic
tissue [15].
Endothelial cells are able to change the expression of the markers based on the tissue
microenvironment [16]. For example, heterotopic transplantation experiments showed
that brain vasculature growing in the periphery acquired a peripheral vascular
morphology with fewer tight junctions, and vice versa, endothelial cells from the
periphery acquired tight junctions when grown in brain tissue [17]. Endothelial cells
also influence their surrounding tissue during development. Endothelial cells secrete
factors to drive the differentiation of neurons [18], to drive the proliferation and
differentiation of adipose precursors [19], to modulate the aldosterone release from
zone glomerulosa cells in adrenal glands [20], to regulate transcellular sodium ion
transport of renal collecting ducts and tubules [19], and to modulate the development
of pancreas [21] and liver [22].

2.2.2 Pericyte and vascular smooth muscle cells (mural cells)
Vascular smooth muscle cells are associated with arteries or veins while pericytes are
associated with the smallest diameter blood vessels (arterioles, capillaries and
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venules). Pericytes are either associated as single solitary cells with endothelium or
they form a discontinuous layer around the endothelium. Pericyte morphology and the
coverage of endothelium differ between tissues. Pericytes can perform special
functions, for example as mesangial cells in the kidney glomeruli, as perisinuosidal
fat storing cells in the liver [23], and they regulate the function of endothelial and
astrocytes in the blood-brain barrier [24]. Due to their expression of actin and myosin,
they are able to contract and to modulate blood flow [25]. Pericytes have a higher
level of plasticity than endothelial cells and may be able to differentiate into different
cell types including fibroblasts, osteoblasts, adipocytes and vascular smooth muscle
cells [26-28].

2.3 Development of the blood vascular system
There are four processes of new blood vessel formation: angiogenesis,
vasculogenesis, vascular intussusception and neo-vascular formation from circulating
endothelial progenitor cells.

2.3.1 Vasculogenesis
Vasculogenesis occurs in embryonic development, where mesodermal cells
(hemangioblasts) differentiate via endothelial precursor cells (EPCs, angioblasts) to
form a primary vascular complex. Angioblasts express vascular endothelial growth
factor receptor-1 and -2 (VEGFR-1 and -2) [29, 30] and are induced by vascular
endothelial growth factor-A (VEGF-A) secreted by mesoderm to differentiate and
form primitive blood vessels [31]. Primitive blood vessels are homogenous both by
morphology and expression of vascular markers [32]. However, the first molecular
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differences between arterial and venous endothelial cells are already apparent before
the onset of circulation [33]. The further expansion from a primary vascular complex
occurs by angiogenesis.

2.3.2 Angiogenesis
Angiogenesis is a process by which new vessels are formed through the sprouting of
endothelial cells from pre-existing vessels [34]. Angiogenesis starts by endothelial
cell activation through angiogenic receptors by growth factors such as VEGF-A [35],
basic fibroblast growth factor (FGF-2, [36]) or placental growth factor (PlGF, [37]).
The next step is vascular basement degradation [38, 39], proliferation of endothelial
cells and migration towards the source of the angiogenic factor. To form a functioning
vessel that will connect with another vessel, a strict hierarchy among endothelial cells
is necessary. Therefore, endothelial cells in developing capillaries need to “designate”
one endothelial cell as the motile capillary leader termed “tip cell” and other cells that
are following behind, termed “stalk cells”. The tip cell senses high local
concentrations of VEGF-A through the VEGFR-2 receptor. Neuropilin-1 is an
important co-receptor of VEGFR-2 that enhances the binding activity and signaling of
VEGF-A through VEGFR-2. It has been reported to be preferentially expressed by the
tip cells [40, 41]. Signaling downstream of VEGFR-2 leads to an upregulation of
delta-like ligand 4 (Dll4), that activates Notch signaling in the stalk cells,
consequently suppressing the tip cell phenotype [42]. Studies in developing retinas
have shown that the tip cell in a vascular sprout does not proliferate in response to
growth factors [43], but that the stalk cells proliferate to form the tube. The tip cell
has cellular processes (filopodias) expressing receptors that sense growth factors and
guidance molecules. There is an analogy of sprouting of the vascular system to the
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neuronal system, and many molecules that are guidance cues in the neuronal tissue
also serve as guidance molecules in the vascular tissue. The major vascular guidance
molecules belong to the family of ephrins, semaphorins, netrins and slits [44]. When
two endothelial sprouts fuse together, a lumen forms and the resulting vessel is
stabilized by the recruitment of pericytes and deposition of extracellular matrix
proteins into the subendothelial basement membrane (Figure 3 and Figure 6A).

Figure 3. Sprouting angiogenesis model. A) VEGF-A is secreted in response to local tissue hypoxia.
B) The angiogenic activation of endothelial cells (EC) by VEGF-A causes degradation of extracellular
matrix (ECM) and C) specification of endothelial cells into tip or stalk cells. D) The tip cell is attracted
by angiogenic growth factors and guidance molecules, while the stalk cells proliferate and support
sprout elongation. E) The new connection between different sprouts occurs through tip cell fusion. F)
Vessel maturation and stabilization occurs through recruitment of mural cells [45].

2.3.2.1 Development of pericytes from mesenchymal cells and recruitment to
endothelial cells
There are three important signaling axes in mural cell development and recruitment to
endothelial cells: TGF-β, angiopoetin and the platelet-derived growth factor β/
platelet-derived growth factor receptor β (PDGF-β / PDGFR-β) axis.
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TGF-β is secreted by both endothelial cells and pericytes and TGF-β receptors are
expressed by both cells types as well [46]. TGF-β expressed by endothelial cells,
induces mural cell specification and proliferation, and it also acts in an autocrine
manner regulating endothelial cell proliferation and differentiation. PDGF-β is
released from sprouting endothelial cells (tip cells) and induces pericyte proliferation
and differentiation [47]. Endothelial receptor tyrosine kinase Tie-2 is expressed on
endothelial cells and it is stimulated by angiopoietin 1 (Ang-1) which is secreted by
pericytes. Ang-1 mediates endothelial cell survival and mural cell attachment. Vessels
that undergo remodeling and angiogenesis secrete Ang-2 that inhibits Ang1-induced
Tie-2 activation, thereby reducing pericyte coverage [48].

2.3.3 Vascular intussusception
Vascular intussusception is a process of intra-vascular growth by the formation of a
tissue pillar in the lumen of a blood vessel [49]. Subsequently, the pillars attract mural
cells (pericytes or smooth muscle cells) that secrete collagen fibrils and subsequently
endothelial cells retract. Through this process, large vessels can branch or be
subdivided to several smaller vessels. There are strong morphological evidences for
such a process [50-52], but very little is known about the molecular regulation of the
process and about its physiological role (Figure 6C).

2.3.4 Neo-vascular formation from circulating endothelial progenitor cells
(EPCs)
Asahara et al. [53] reported that circulating bone marrow endothelial cells (CD34+
mononuclear cells) found in peripheral blood participate in the growth of the adult
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vasculature (Figure 6B). When these EPCs were grown on fibronectin-coated dishes
with growth factors such as VEGF-A and/or FGF-2, the CD34+ cells expressed
endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS), VEGFR-2 and CD31. Tissue ischemia,
VEGF-A, granulocyte macrophage-colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and
granulocyte-colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) were able to mobilize EPCs from
bone marrow into the peripheral blood [54]. Mobilization of EPCs from peripheral
blood into ischemic tissue is mediated by integrin subunits, such as α5, β1, αv and β5
[55] or by stromal cell-derived factor (SDF-1) that binds to CXCR4 expressed by
human EPCs [56]. The relative contribution of vascular progenitors to
neovascularization is not known; several studies on tumor neovascularization in
mouse and human cancers found huge variations from 0 to 90% contribution,
discussed later in the context of tumor vasculature. Although there is a considerable
amount of evidence about the existence of bone marrow-derived endothelial cells in
the vasculature, further understanding of the molecular regulation is necessary.

2.4 Tumor angiogenesis
Cancer is a term used for diseases in which abnormal cells divide without control. If a
cancer develops in an organ that is necessary for homeostasis of the organism (such as
brain, liver, lung and heart) it will prevent the physiological function of the organ and
ultimately lead to death. However, the majority of deaths from cancer occur from
cancers that have metastasized (spread) from one tissue to another, often colonizing
multiple tissues and disturbing the homeostatic balance of the organism and leading to
co-morbidities such as cachexia, immuno-suppression and thromboembolism that
ultimately lead to death [57].
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In Switzerland from 1983 to 2007, an estimated 35,000 new cancers occurred every
year. Of all deaths 30% men and 23% of women dies of cancer in Switzerland [58].
Development of solid malignant tumors from microscopic tumors in many ways
resembles the development of an organ [59]. Solid tumors contain multiple cell types
and extracellular matrix components [60], and develop through complex interactions
between these different components using processes that often resemble those used by
developing organs [59, 61]. Recruiting vasculature is a critical step in the
development of organs. The concept that tumor growth is angiogenesis-dependent
was proposed by Dr. Judah Folkman who observed in the early 1960s that tumors
could not grow beyond 1-2 mm of size without recruiting new blood vessels. Later, he
proposed that tumors secrete diffusible tumor angiogenic factors, that dormancy exists
because of blocked angiogenesis and that antiangiogenic therapy would be a way to
block tumor growth [62]. The first tumor angiogenesis factor was identified and
characterized by the groups of H. Dvorak [35] and N. Ferrara [63] and named
vascular permeability factor (VPF) or vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGFA). Later on, it was shown that VEGF-A is a hypoxia-inducible factor [64], regulated
by the transcription factor hypoxia-inducible factor 1 [65], and that it is already
secreted in early stages of cancer development [66, 67]. Hypoxia was found to also
induce other important angiogenesis mediators such as basic fibroblast growth factor
(bFGF/ FGF-2 [68]), hepatocyte growth factor (HGF [69]), placental growth factor
(PlGF [70]), interleukin-8 (IL-8 [71]), delta-like-4 (dll4 [72]), angiopoietin 2 (Ang-2
[73]), lysyl oxidase (lox [74]) and osteopontin [68]. Significant numbers of cancers
were found to harbor oncogenic mutation in Ras [75] or Myc [76, 77] that upregulate
angiogenic factors without hypoxia induction.
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2.4.1 Characteristics of tumor-associated endothelium
The vasculature in the adult is largely quiescent. Endothelial cells belong to the
longest-lived cells, and angiogenesis is active only in wound repair, in female
reproductive organs and during the hair growth cycle. Studies labeling proliferative
endothelial cells by autoradiography using tritiated thymidine or by staining with
bromodeoxyuridine showed that in normal tissues (liver, skin, kidney, stomach, small
intestine, muscle, bone) only 0-2.4 % of endothelial cells were labeled, while in
tumors up to 10% of endothelial cells were labeled [78-80]. Low proliferation rates of
endothelial cells can be explained by the action of angiogenic inhibitors such as
angiostatin [81], endostatin [82] and thrombospondin-1 [83] on endothelial cells. In
tumor angiogenesis, downregulation of endostatin [84] and thrombospondin-1 [85] is
often found. Tumor angiogenesis is characterized by a loss of balance between proand anti-angiogenic factors (Figure 4). Tumor cells are not the only stimulators of
vasculature; also cells of the tumor microenvironment such as cancer-associated
fibroblasts [86] and leukocytes secrete angiogenic factors and chemokines.
Leukocytes, mainly proangiogenic myeloid Tie-2 expressing cells [87-89] and tumorassociated macrophages that become polarized to the proangiogenic M2 type [90, 91]
are attracted to a tumor as a result of inflammation and hypoxia. Unregulated and
often constant secretion of angiogenic factors and cytokines from different cellular
sources leads to an irregularly shaped, dilated and tortuous tumor vasculature [92-94].
The tumor vascular network lacks the hierarchical organization of a normal vascular
network (arteries-capillaries-veins). Pericytes become less abundant or are only
loosely associated with tumor endothelium [95] (Figure 5). Blood flows irregularly
and some tumor vessels are not perfused at all while other vessels have chaotic blood
flow that may reverse the blood flow direction [96, 97]. Additionally, the tumor
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vascular network is often hemorrhagic [98-100]. As a consequence, tumors become
acidic and the low pH activates VEGF-A promoter activity by the Ras-ERK1/2-AP1
pathway [101].

Figure 4. Angiogenesis is regulated by activators and inhibitors of angiogenesis. Blood vasculature
is quiescent due to a balance of angiogenesis activators and inhibitors. When required, angiogenesis
can be achieved by either increasing the levels of angiogenic activators or decreasing the level or
activity of angiogenic inhibitors. In tumor angiogenesis, there is an imbalance between levels of
activators and inhibitors. GF, growth factor [102].
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Figure 5. Comparison of A) normal blood vasculature and B) tumor-associated vasculature. For
the purpose of illustration, pericytes are drawn only on the normal vein but not on capillaries [103].

Endothelial cells are considered to be genetically stable; however, studies in several
cancers found cytogenetic abnormalities (translocations, aneuploidy) in tumorassociated vessels [104-107]. It has been proposed that the tumor microenvironment
may produce factors capable of inducing genetic instability, or loss of tumor
suppressors and/or check point activity, resulting in aneuploidy [108]. More
comprehensive studies on a larger number of different human cancers are necessary to
understand how abundant the cytogenetic changes are in tumor-associated
endothelium. Tumor cells, in particular cancer stem cells (Figure 6F), were reported
to trans-differentiate to endothelial cells and incorporate into the vessels [109-114].
This process is called vascular mimicry (Figure 6E); its frequency and relevance are
currently not clear [115]. Endothelial progenitor cells were reported to incorporate
into tumor vasculature with contributions of 20% [116], 35% [117], 50% [118], or
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90% [119] in some studies, while other studies showed no contribution [120] or a
very low contribution of around 1% [121] (Figure 6B). The percentage of
contribution might be dependent on the tumor microenvironment [122]. In humans,
circulating endothelial cells could be detected in the blood of cancer patients [123].
The extent of incorporation into the tumor vasculature was evaluated by
immunofluorescence and FISH and it was reported to be in the range of 1-12% [124,
125].
Endothelial cells might also be altered by exosomes containing proteins, miRNA or
mRNA that are released by cells of the tumor microenvironment. Circulating EPCs
were also found to stimulate endothelial cells, by secreting exosomes with mRNAs
associated with the PI3K/AKT pathway [126]. Several cancer cells were found to
secrete exosomes containing mRNA, miRNA and angiogenic proteins [127-132].
There are tumors, or more precisely parts of tumors, that take advantage of the
preexisting vasculature without inducing angiogenesis. For example, astrocytomas,
non-small cell lung carcinomas and some sarcomas grow along blood vessels, coopting these vessels without initiating angiogenesis [133-135] (Figure 6D). The
association of tumor cells with resident vessels alters their morphology, physiology,
and response to therapy [136-138].
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Figure 6. Different mechanisms of tumor vessel recruitment. A) Sprouting angiogenesis involves
sprouting of new blood vessels from the existing vasculature. B) Vasculogenesis involves vessel
formation by endothelial progenitor cells that are recruited from bone marrow. C) Intussusception
involves splitting of pre-existing vessels and formation of pillars that give rise to new vessels. D)
Vessel co-option occurs when cancer cells grow around the existing vasculature. E) Vascular mimicry
involves incorporation of cancer cells into the blood vessel wall. F) Tumor stem cell to endothelial cell
differentiation is a process when cancer-stem cells differentiate into endothelial cells. This process can
be also considered as vascular mimicry [139].

2.4.2 Role of tumor-associated endothelium in cancer progression
The majority of studies on tumor-associated endothelium have focused on its role in
tumor perfusion that allows tumor cells to proliferate [62]. The abnormal structure
and function of tumor-associated endothelium was proposed to alter the tumor
microenvironment to facilitate tumor progression and metastasis [91]. However,
tumor-associated endothelium might also exert immunosuppressive roles [140-142]
by expressing several immune inhibitory molecules [143-145] that could limit the
recruitment of infiltrating immune cells [146, 147]. Angiogenic molecules were found
to shift endothelial cells to suppress T-cell function [148] and to downregulate the
expression of adhesion molecules on endothelial cells [149-151]. Endothelial cells
were also found to have a direct role in regulating tumor progression and metastasis.
As an example, Duffy antigen receptor for chemokines (DARC) expressed on
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“normal” endothelial cells inhibits cancer progression and metastasis [152], while
tumor-associated endothelial cells can release IL-6 to promote metastasis [153, 154].

2.4.3 Role of pericytes in tumor angiogenesis
Pericytes in tumors have an abnormal shape; they are less abundant on the tumorassociated vasculature and are loosely attached to endothelial cells [92, 93]. Tumorassociated blood vessels attract pericytes by PDGF-β/ PDGFRβ signaling [155].
Secretion of PDGF-β by tumor cells in high amounts leads to an improper attachment
of pericytes to tumor-associated vessels [155]. In mouse models of cancer, when
PDGFRβ was neutralized with a blocking antibody or with a selective aptamer, or
when PDGF-β signaling was blocked with tyrosine kinase inhibitor (SU6668),
pericytes were detached and increased endothelial cell apoptosis was observed [156158]. The tumor microenvironment secretes unbalanced high amounts of different
factors such as heparin-binding epidermal growth factor [159] or SDF-1α [160] to
attract pericytes. Pericytes do not only influence the stability of the endothelial cell
layer, but they also secrete VEGF-A that is needed for endothelial cell survival [161].
Combination therapy targeting endothelial cells and pericytes has been more effective
than single anti-angiogenic therapy in different mouse models [162, 163] and in an
early clinical study [164]. However, other studies in mouse tumor models [165, 166]
found an increase of metastasis when there was a lack of pericyte coverage on tumorassociated vessels, probably as a result of increased passage of tumor cells through
the leaky endothelium. Several correlation studies in human cancers showed an
association of low pericyte coverage with bad prognosis [167, 168].
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2.4.4 Approaches for identifying markers of tumor-associated endothelium
Already in 1982, Denekamp proposed a therapy in which tumor-associated
endothelium should be targeted based on the higher expression of proteins required
for proliferation of endothelial cells and named it the anti-proliferating endothelium
therapy (APET). He proposed that APET would be specific to tumors and metastases
and would spare patients from side effects [79]. A first approach to generate
antibodies against markers of tumor-associated endothelium used immunization of
mice with cell suspensions of capillary-rich fragments of mammary carcinomas [169]
or melanomas [170]. However, these antibodies did not have the required degree of
specificity [171]. A first proof of principle for the concept of targeting the tumorassociated endothelium and eradication of tumors subcutaneously implanted in mice
was performed using an antibody against MHC class II antigen. The antibody was
conjugated to the toxin ricin and the conjugate was delivered through intravenous
injection. The antibody with the ricin toxin was internalized into tumor endothelial
cells, causing apoptosis with a subsequent collapse of the vasculature and eradication
of the tumor [172]. A first proteomic screen for tumor vascular markers was
performed using in vitro cultured endothelial cells (human umbilical endothelial cells
(HUVEC) and human brain capillary endothelial cells) stimulated with an endothelial
cell growth factor mixture (ECGF) or tumor-conditioned media from a lung
carcinoma cell line. Proteins were examined by [35S] methionine incorporation and 125I
surface labeling. 2D electrophoresis revealed the induction of several tumor-related
antigens. Based on the antigens, two monoclonal antibodies were produced (HB6 and
HU21) that could stain tumor-associated vessels and showed no cross-reactivity with
vessels of healthy tissue [173]. One of the first tumor endothelial markers, endosialin,
was found by raising a mouse antibody against in vitro cultured human fibroblasts
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[174, 175]. Integrin αVβ3 was identified to be specifically expressed on angiogenic
vascular tissue but not on resting vessels [176]. This was confirmed by a phage library
targeting RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp)-containing peptides, with a high affinity for αv
integrins that selectively bound to tumor vasculature [177]. Using in vivo phage
display, peptides containing either NGR (Asn-Gly-Arg) or GSL (Gly-Ser-Leu) were
found to bind to tumor vasculature of tumor bearing mice. In the same study, peptides
containing RGD or NGR were coupled to doxorubicin and showed enhanced efficacy
and reduced toxicity of the drug against human breast cancer xenografts [178]. The
development of large-scale gene expression techniques, such as serial analysis of gene
expression (SAGE [179]), complementary DNA microarray (cDNA microarray [180])
and suppression subtractive hybridization (SSH [181]) allowed to detect changes at
the transcript expression profile level.
The first high-throughput studies exposed endothelial cells in vitro to tumor
conditioned media [182], angiogenic growth factors [183-190], collagen and matrigel
matrices with or without growth factors [191-195] and hypoxia [196, 197]. The
advantages of these approaches were the very controlled experimental conditions, but
they lacked the complexity of the tumor microenvironment. Endomucin was found
upregulated when HUVECs were cultured in the presence of conditioned media of the
melanoma cell line C8161 and the breast cancer cell line MDA-MB231 that contain
high levels of angiogenic stimulators [198]. Endomucin was shown to correlate with
endothelial cell proliferation as it is increased upon stimulation with FGF-2 and TNFα. Thymosin β4 was found upregulated in HUVECs cultured for 3 days in the
presence of FGF-2, VEGF-A or of supernatant of two colorectal tumor cell lines,
Caco-2 and LS174T [199]. Further studies implicated a role of thymosin β4 in
migration, tube formation and sprouting of blood vessels. When endothelial cells were
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stimulated in vitro with angiogenic growth factors or co-cultured with conditioned
media of tumor cells, the majority of genes that are found upregulated were genes
involved in cell cycle regulation or metabolism. In vitro models of tube formation
using collagen and matrigel gels upregulated genes that are involved in cell-cell
contact, cell-matrix interactions and matrix turnover.
With the development of techniques to isolate specific cells from tissues, such as
immunomagn etic separation using antibody- (against the vascular markers CD31,
CD34 or CD146) coated beads, endothelial cells were isolated from tumors and
matched normal tissue and were profiled directly, this approach was named “ex vivo”.
A disadvantage of this approach is that those endothelial markers are shared by all
vascular beds, thus some heterogeneity is unavoidable, and that contamination with
other cell types (fibroblasts, immune cells and tumor cells) from tissue is possible.
The number of cells that can be obtained is also very small; therefore, RNA
amplification technologies need to be used that potentially can introduce bias.
Furthermore, endothelial cells might change their expression profile during the time
period until lysis. A seminal ex vivo study was performed by St. Croix using SAGE
on colorectal cancer-associated endothelium and matched normal endothelium,
identifying 46 transcripts elevated in tumor-associated endothelium. Out of the top 46
transcripts, 9 were tumor endothelium specific and they were named tumor
endothelial markers (TEM) [200]. Later, all of them except TEM 8 (anthrax toxin
receptor 1) were found not to be specific to tumor endothelium [201-203]. Blockade
of TEM 8 was found to inhibit pathological angiogenesis and to impair the growth of
several mouse models of cancer. Furthermore, upregulation of TEM 8 in total human
breast cancer tissue [204] and colorectal cancer tissue [205] was associated with
metastasis to lymph nodes. Later, studies using the same method were performed on
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glioma [206] and breast cancer [207]. Glioma-associated vasculature upregulated
many transcripts that were compared with SAGE libraries of normal tissue. In
particular, this analysis identified upregulation of some of the TEMs identified by the
study of St Croix and also upregulation of INSR, PV1, PLXA2 and LAMC3 [206]. In
breast cancer-associated blood vasculature, upregulation of SNAIL and HEYL was
identified [208]. To identify specific tumor endothelial markers, Seamen et al.
isolated endothelial cells from normal mouse brain, heart, kidney, lung, muscle,
spleen, liver, regenerating liver, tumor bearing liver and from tumors grown
subcutaneously and performed SAGE analysis to identify genes only expressed by
tumor-associated endothelium. Several specific tumor endothelial markers (CD109,
CD137, CD276, PTPRN, MIRP2, ETSvg4 and Vscp) were identified and confirmed
by immunostaining. Upregulation of CD276 was detected on tumor-associated
endothelium of different human cancers [203]. Van Beijnum has used SSH to
compare gene-expression profiles of isolated ECs from colon carcinoma tissues,
nonmalignant angiogenic placental tissues, and non-angiogenic normal tissues. The
majority of the upregulated genes of tumor-associated endothelium were also
upregulated by placental angiogenesis, and only CD59, HMGB1, IGFBP7 and
vimentin were specific to tumor angiogenesis [209].
Several studies used tumor endothelial cells that were expanded in vitro before
expression profiling. Since these cells underwent several divisions in vitro, their
expression profiles were expected to change significantly [210]. However, several
differentially expressed genes were confirmed in the associated endothelium of breast
[211, 212], ovarian [213] and endometrial [214] cancer. For example, in ovarian
cancer-associated endothelium, expression of ADAM23, GPNMB and PRSS3 was
confirmed by in situ hybridization.
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The problem of a potential gene expression shift when cells are dissociated from
tissues was overcome by laser capture microdissection (LCM), a technique that was
invented by Emmert-Buck at the National Cancer Institute (Bethesda, USA) in 1996
[215]. LCM is a technique for isolating cells from a tissue section via direct
visualization of the cells. The basic principle of LCM involves placing a thermolabile
polymer film on top of a tissue section that was previously stained. After microscopic
visualization of the tissue section under bright field or immunofluorescence
microscopy, the ultraviolet or infrared laser system is activated to melt the
thermolabile film in the areas of interest. After melting of the film, the selected cells
are attached by capture force. In a next step, when the film is removed from the tissue
section, selected cells are removed as well [216]. Finally, the cells on the film can be
lysed.
A potential disadvantage of the method is that endothelial cells might be co-purified
by adhesion with pericytes and potentially tumor cells. This method has been used in
studies on ovarian [217, 218] and breast cancer [219, 220] and glioblastoma [221,
222]. Studies in ovarian cancer by Buckanovich et al. [217], in glioblastoma by
Dieterich et al. [221] and in breast cancer by Pepin et al. [220] used oligonucleotide
microarray and collected using LCM tumor-associated vasculature and vasculature
from matched normal samples from a larger number of samples. By using
oligonucleotide arrays that contain probes for almost all genes of human genome,
these studies were able to define the expression profile of tumor-associated
endothelium. In addition, several new markers of tumor-associated vasculature were
found, including STC2, DR6, F2RL1, GPM6B, FJX1, FZ10, EGFL6 and MXRA5 in
ovarian cancer-associated vessels, and ELTD1, FILIP1L and TENC1 in glioblastomaassociated vessels.
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LCM was also used in two proteomic studies of tumor endothelium in breast cancer
[223] and glioma [224]. Mustafa et al. employed MALDI-FTMS to analyze tryptic
digests of LCM-captured vasculature from 10 human glioma samples and 10 normal
brain samples and found fibronectin, colligin-2 and acidic calponin-3 to be
upregulated on tumor-associated vessels [224]. Hill et al. analyzed tryptic digests
from tumor-associated breast vasculature and vasculature of healthy tissue and
performed label-free LC-MS/MS and found 86 overexpressed proteins on tumorassociated vasculature [223]. Interestingly, a subset of 29 proteins was able to predict
poor survival in three microarray studies. As mentioned previously, in vivo phage
display by intravenous injection has been employed to identify tumor endothelium
surface markers [225, 226]; however, this approach has only identified a few tumorassociated endothelial molecules. Limitations of this approach are the poor specificity
of short peptides, the poor binding capacity due to the short exposure time during the
rapid transit of blood and scavenging of phages by liver and spleen. To avoid
scavenging, phage display antibodies were converted to scFv-Fc fusion proteins
[227]. The first large-scale endothelial proteomic identification was performed by
using colloidal silica nanoparticles to coat the luminal surface of the endothelium
following subcellular fractionation and subtractive proteomic mapping [228, 229].
Later, an improved approach using an active ester of biotin that covalently binds to all
accessible structures in the vasculature and stroma was used [230]. Biotinylated
proteins can be purified efficiently on streptavidin resin and digested with trypsin.
The resulting proteolytic peptides are subjected to liquid chromatography and mass
spectrometry to identify the corresponding proteins [230, 231]. This method was
successfully used ex vivo in mouse models of cancer [232, 233] and in human cancer
samples [234, 235]. Some of the different techniques are summarized in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Techniques for identifying tumor-associated endothelial cell markers. A) Cultured
endothelial cells (for example HUVEC) are grown under conditions that partially mimic the tumor
microenvironment (VEGF-A, HGF or conditioned media from tumor cells). B) Top left: Isolation of
tumor-associated endothelial cells using immunobeads. Tumor tissue is minced, digested with
collagenase, filtered through mesh, and centrifuged by using a density gradient. Resulting cell
suspensions are then subjected to negative selection for non-endothelial cell populations and positive
selection for endothelial cells by using antibody-coated magnetic beads. Top right: subcellular
fractionation to isolate luminal endothelial cell plasma membranes from tumors in vivo. The
vasculature is perfused with a positively charged colloidal silica solution to coat the luminal surface of
the endothelium. The coating is cross-linked, and following tissue homogenization, the sheets of silicacoated luminal endothelial cell membranes are isolated away from other membranes and debris by
ultracentrifugation through a high-density medium. Bottom left: In vivo phage display. A phage library
is injected intravenously. Selective peptides differentially bind to tumor-associated endothelial cells.
Cell suspensions with bound phage are prepared from the tumor and processed for phage
rescue/recovery amplification. Recovered phage is re-injected or processed for high throughput
sequencing. Bottom right: Laser capture microdissection. A transparent transfer membrane or film is
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applied to the surface of a tumor-derived tissue section. Cells are selected for isolation under a
microscope. These cells are subjected to a near infrared pulsed laser beam, which fuses them to the
film. The transfer film with attached cells is lifted off the tissue section and processed accordingly
[103].

2.4.5 Future approaches to discover tumor-associated endothelial markers
There have been many obstacles in the discovery of tumor endothelial markers. Many
studies have reported endothelial cell markers that were actually expressed on
contaminating cells [236, 237]. New advancements in fluorescence-activated cell
sorting such as intravital multi-parametric flow sorting [238] and mass cytometry
[239] allow a better separation of cells. A low amount of RNA was often reported as a
major problem in the studies with sorted cells. Recent developments in the field of
microfluidics [240-242] and in RNA amplification technologies [243, 244] allow
transcriptional profiling of single cells directly after sorting cells, which might enable
studies of tumor-associated endothelial cell heterogeneity. With the development of
exon arrays that have hybridization probes for different splicing variants and of RNA
sequencing, it is possible to study the differential splicing and to identify novel splice
forms in tumor-associated endothelium [245]. RNA sequencing further allows finding
non-coding RNAs that might be used as biomarkers [246]. Problems of expression
shift when cells are removed from tissue might be overcome by technologies that
allow high-throughput sequencing on a tissue section, although these technologies are
still in development.

2.4.6 Targeting of the tumor blood vasculature and anti-angiogenic therapy
Targeting the tumor blood vasculature involves targeting a uniquely expressed
molecule on the tumor vasculature. The purpose is either to destroy the vasculature
with a tumor vascular disrupting agent or to deliver bioactive agents to the tumor site
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by their conjugation to an antibody specific to a tumor-associated vascular antigen.
Tumor vascular disrupting agents induce collapse of blood vessels by targeting the
cytoskeleton of tumor endothelial cells [247]; this should cause severe hypoxia and
consequently apoptosis of tumor cells [248]. Delivering the bioactive agent with a
specific antibody allows an increased local concentration of the delivered agent in the
tumor tissue, while minimizing side effects to healthy organs. This should allow
delivery of highly potent chemotherapeutics that otherwise would fail clinical trials
due to side effects. Many different bioactive molecules can be coupled to antibodies
such as radionuclides, cytokines, drug conjugates, prodrugs or photosensitizer
conjugates that will kill tumor cells or activate the immune system [249, 250].
Anti-angiogenic therapy seeks to interrupt essential aspects of angiogenesis, in
particular the interaction between tumor cells and endothelial cells, in order to prevent
new blood vessel formation and to inhibit existing tumor blood vessels to render the
tumors hypoxic and subsequently apoptotic or dormant. Currently used strategies are
the blockade of tumor angiogenic factors, the blockade of receptors on endothelial
cells and the use of endogenous inhibitors of angiogenesis [251]. In clinical trials and
in clinical use are inhibitors of VEGF-A (bevacizumab, aflibercept) as well as
inhibitors of tyrosine receptor kinases of VEGF-R (cediranib, pazopanib, sorafenib,
sunitinib, vandetanib, vatalanib) [252]. The monoclonal antibody against VEGF-A
(bevacizumab) is always given in combination with chemotherapy or with IFN-α in
the case of metastatic renal cell cancer [253, 254]. For example, in a clinical trial of
colorectal cancer, bevacizumab was administered with irinotecan and bolus
fluorouracil/leucovorin and it prolonged the median survival time by 4.7 months and
progression-free survival by 4.4 months when compared to chemotherapy alone
[255]. In other cancers, bevacizumab was not able to prolong overall survival but only
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prolonged the progression-free-survival for several months [256]. Bevacizumab is
used clinically for the treatment of metastatic colorectal cancer, nonsquamous nonsmall cell lung cancer, renal cell cancer and recurrent glioblastoma. As a result of the
very small clinical benefit for patients in several randomized phase 3 trials in breast
cancer, the FDA revoked its approval for the clinical use of bevacizumab in
metastatic breast cancer [257, 258]. Among small molecule inhibitors of VEGFR-2
receptor kinase, sunitinib and sorafenib have had the longest clinical use. These
agents show broad-spectrum activity against numerous kinases in addition to VEGF
receptors kinases. Sorafenib is used for advanced/metastatic renal cell cancer and
hepatocellular

carcinoma,

while

sunitinib

is

used

for

imanitinib-resistant

gastrointestinal stromal tumors and for metastatic renal cell carcinoma. Broad type
anti-angiogenesis inhibitors have potentially an advantage over bevacizumab because
they target several pathways that are important in tumor angiogenesis and tumor
progression [259].
There are several reasons why current anti-angiogenic therapy is not very effective.
Clinical trials with anti-angiogenic drugs have been performed in patients with high
stage cancers and metastatic disease [260, 261]. Often, late stage cancers secrete
multiple angiogenic molecules [262], so inhibition of only VEGF-A would not be
sufficient to inhibit angiogenesis. Furthermore, late stage metastatic cancers have
acquired many oncogenic mutations that make them less sensitive to hypoxia and
therefore also less sensitive to anti-angiogenic therapy. For example, if tumor cells
lack p53, they can avoid hypoxia driven apoptosis [263]. Still, in many patients, after
blockade of angiogenesis with a blocking antibody against VEGFR-2 or VEGF-A,
there is a reduction of angiogenesis and tumor growth, but the tumor cells do not
become apoptotic as they co-opt the preexisting blood vessels that do not respond to
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anti-angiogenic therapy [264, 265]. Additionally, some tumors do not seem to induce
angiogenesis at all but rely on the existing vessels by co-option from the beginning of
tumor development [266]. It is possible that anti-angiogenic therapy selects for tumor
cells that can grow at very low oxygen levels [267], without initiating angiogenesis,
or use alternative pathways to adapt to reduced vascularization. In several mouse
tumor models, the inhibition of VEGF-A or VEGFR-2, partly through the induction
of hypoxia or the recruitment of alternative angiogenic pathways, enhanced tumor
invasiveness and metastasis [268, 269]. Such results have not yet been reported in
clinical trials with angiogenesis inhibitors.
Overall, surrogate biomarkers of response that will stratify patients into responders
and non-responders to anti-angiogenic therapy need to be identified [270, 271].
Beyond inhibition of angiogenesis, anti-angiogenic therapy might “normalize” blood
flow and thus improve chemotherapeutic drug delivery [272]. Vessel normalization
might explain why anti-angiogenic therapy works better when combined with
chemotherapy [273]. This issue is still under debate since another study showed a
rapid decrease in the delivery of chemotherapeutics after anti-VEGF-A therapy [274].
As a variant of anti-angiogenic therapy, a so-called metronomic therapy was proposed
by Kerbel [275], using low doses of chemotherapeutics. As tumor endothelial cells
have high proliferation rates, they should be affected by chemotherapy [276].
Metronomic chemotherapy has been combined with anti-angiogenic therapy and
showed sustained tumor regression without overt toxicity in a mouse study using
tumor xenografts of neuroblastoma cell lines [277]. In a clinical study, metastatic
breast cancer patients received daily dalteparin and oral cyclophosphamide, twiceweekly methotrexate, and daily prednisone (dalCMP); this therapy prolonged overall
survival for 4 months [278].
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2.5 Bladder cancer
Bladder cancer mostly originates from the specialized epithelium of the urinary tract
named urothelium, that extends from the renal pelvis to the urethra (urothelial
carcinoma). Other types of bladder cancer are transitional cell carcinoma, squamous
cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma [279]. For simplicity, the term bladder cancer is
used instead of urothelial carcinoma.

2.5.1 Prevalence and etiology of bladder cancer
Bladder cancer is the fifth most common cancer in the developed world. It has been
estimated that 386,300 persons were diagnosed with bladder cancer and 150,200
succumbed to the disease worldwide in 2008 [280].
The incidence of bladder cancer is three to four times higher in males than in females
[280]. The risk increases with advancing age, and most cases are diagnosed in
individuals between 65 and 84 years of age [279]. The relative risk of bladder cancer
development in smokers is two to four times higher than that of non-smokers, and it
increases with the number of cigarettes smoked and the duration of smoking.
Exposure to certain dyes and chemicals can also increase the risk of bladder cancer
[279].

2.5.2 Pathological classification of bladder cancer
Bladder cancer has been classified into superficial (pTa, pT1, and CIS) and muscleinvasive (pT2-4) cancer based on whether tumor infiltration extends to the muscular
bladder wall [281]. However, based on genetic [282] and transcriptional expression
data [283] of bladder cancers of different stages, the revised World Health
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Organization classification proposes a distinction of noninvasive (pTa) and invasive
(pT1-4) bladder cancers [282]. Noninvasive bladder cancers (pTa) have a low risk of
progression but a high risk of recurrence. The 5-year survival is 94% [284], while the
1-year recurrence is 35% [285]. Despite the treatment of invasive bladder cancer with
radical cystectomy [286], up to 50% of patients develop metastases and 5-year
survival is low [287]. For instance, pT2 has a 5-year survival of 68% while it drops to
15% in pT3 and pT4 [288, 289].

2.5.3 Molecular basis of bladder cancer
There seems to be a presence of two distinct molecular pathways in the pathogenesis
of bladder cancer [290]. Non-invasive pTa cancers are superficial, papillary tumors
that are well differentiated (low-grade) with a papillary configuration of their
exophytic part and that do not penetrate the epithelial basement membrane. It has
been suggested that they arise from the normal urothelium via hyperplasia and the
development of a branching vasculature. Low-grade pTa tumors have mutations in
fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 (FGFR3) in the majority of cases [291, 292], but
are otherwise genetically stable. Non-invasive pTa cancers are not usually associated
with the high-grade lesion carcinoma in situ (CIS) [293]. From all pTa tumors, only
3-18% are pTa papillary high-grade tumors that show an increased risk of invasion
and do not fit well into the dual track hypothesis of bladder cancer development
[294]. Invasive tumors are usually diagnosed in patients without previous history of
papillary tumors. They can penetrate the basement membrane (pT1), muscle (pT2),
bladder wall (pT3) and adjacent structures (pT4). Usually, such cancers are poorly
differentiated (high-grade) and associated with CIS elsewhere in the bladder, which is
believed to represent the precursor lesion. Invasive bladder cancer shows mutations in
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TP53, ERBB2 and the Ras pathway [295]. Recently, The Cancer Genome Project has
comprehensively analyzed invasive bladder cancer [296] using DNA, RNA, and
miRNA sequencing and mass-spectrometry. RNA sequencing identified four
expression subtypes, two of which (papillary-like and basal/squamous like) were also
evident in microRNA sequencing and mass spectrometry. So far the clinical relevance
of this finding is not known.

2.5.4 Role of angiogenesis in bladder cancer
Increased microvessel density [297] and high expression of VEGF-A correlate with
poor prognosis [298], progression [299, 300], and shorter survival of patients with
bladder cancer [301]. Neo-vascularization is a prognostic factor of early recurrence in
pT1 (high grade) bladder cancers [302]. Additionally, VEGF-A, FGF-2 and
microvascular density were independent prognostic factors for recurrence after radical
cystectomy and neoadjuvant chemotherapy in invasive bladder cancers [303].
Anti-angiogenic agents have been used in both pre-clinical and clinical studies of
bladder cancer. In a xenograft mouse model of bladder cancer, sunitinib was effective
as a single agent [304] or in combination with cisplatin [305]. DC101 (Imclone), a
monoclonal antibody against VEGFR-2, was effective against orthotopically
implanted human 253J-BV tumors either alone [305] or in combination with
paclitaxel [306]. Bevacizumab was used in two phase II clinical studies with
gemcitabine and carboplatine in advanced unresectable bladder cancer, and in both
studies it increased the median progression-free survival and overall survival
compared to current treatment [307, 308].
Pazopanib and sunitinib, non-selective tyrosine kinase inhibitors that target VEGF-A
receptors and PDGF receptors, were used in patients with advanced bladder cancer in
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two separate phase II clinical trials. Results were promising, especially in the clinical
study with pazopanib that showed a partial response in 46% of patients [309, 310].

2.5.5 Biomarkers of bladder cancer progression
Pathological and clinical parameters provide important prognostic information.
However, they are unable to reliably predict the prognosis of bladder cancer, making
it difficult to select patients that would benefit from radical cystectomy or adjuvant
therapy. Combination of prognostic markers might predict which superficial tumors
need aggressive chemotherapy and which invasive cancers need radical cystectomy
and/or adjuvant chemotherapy. So far, the most promising markers are FGFR3, Ki-67,
p53, cytokeratin 20, various metalloproteinases and multiple molecules involved in
angiogenesis such as VEGF-A, FGF-2 and endocan. FGFR3 is the best molecular
prognostic indicator to date [311]. FGFR3 mutations are associated with favorable
prognosis [292, 311, 312]. Detection of nuclear p53 protein and mutations in the p53
gene indicate an increase of recurrence and reduced overall survival [313, 314].
Positive immunohistochemistry stainings of Ki67 and cytokeratin 20 were found to be
reliable indicators of aggressiveness of pT1 bladder cancer [315].
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3 Aims of the dissertation
We aimed at comprehensively understanding the molecular alterations of the tumor
vasculature in human bladder cancer. (1) Using laser capture microdissection of
tumor-associated vasculature and vasculature of healthy bladder tissue in conjunction
with transcriptional profiling, we aimed to identify differentially expressed transcripts
that might be used in the future as biomarkers and/or therapeutic targets. (2) Having
identified upregulation of endocan, a secreted proteoglycan, on tumor endothelium,
we aimed to identify the molecular mechanisms of action of endocan and the
suitability of endocan as an early response biomarker for anti-angiogenic therapy. (3)
Using exon array analysis, we aimed to elucidate the extent of alternative splicing and
transcription in tumor-associated vessels, and to identify novel transcript splice forms
that could be used as biomarkers and/or therapeutic targets.
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4 Identification of novel tumor vasculature markers

in human invasive bladder cancer by laser capture
microdissection and transcriptional profiling
4.1 Introduction
Bladder cancer is a common disease with very few therapeutic options currently
available [290]. It is the second most common malignancy of the urinary tract after
prostate cancer. Bladder cancers can be classified based on their progression potential
[316]; 70-80% of all bladder cancer are non-invasive (pTa) that recur often (~ 70%)
but usually do not progress (only ~ 10-15 % progress) [317]. To date, there are no
clinical parameters that reliably predict tumor recurrence and progression. Invasive
bladder cancer is classified clinically as either pT1, pT2, pT3 or pT4, depending on
the extent of invasion at the time of diagnosis. These cancers progress fast and even
with radical cystectomy, many patients will develop metastasis and the 5-year
survival is low [286]. Therefore, novel therapeutic solutions for this cancer are needed.
Angiogenesis is a predictor of recurrence and progression in superficial bladder
cancer and a predictor of decreased survival in invasive bladder cancer [318]. We
aimed to describe, on the molecular level, the differences between the vessels in
tumor tissue and the vessels in healthy tissue with the goal to identify differentially
expressed molecules that might serve as novel targets for bladder cancer or novel
biomarkers. Conceptually, there are several advantages of blood vasculature
molecules as biomarkers and targets as compared to tumor expressed antigens: 1)
cells that form blood vessels (endothelial cells and pericytes) are considered
genetically stable, therefore they should be less resistant to therapy; 2) drug delivery
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targeting tumor-associated vasculature should allow direct delivery to tumors via
simple intravenous administration, avoiding side effects due to “passive drug delivery”
[319]; 3) tumor-associated vasculature could also be used as a source of early
biomarkers for cancer identification, since even tumors undetectable by standard
diagnostic methods trigger an “angiogenic switch” secreting factors that could be
identified in the circulation [320]; 4) tumor vasculature molecules that are secreted or
cleaved off and released into the circulation could be monitored as drug response
biomarkers.
To date, the transcriptional profile of the bladder cancer-associated blood vasculature
is unknown. We used immuno-laser capture microdissection of tumor-associated
blood vasculature in 7 patients with invasive bladder cancer in conjunction with
transcriptional profiling, using human exon 1.0 ST arrays. We found a large number
of molecules to be differentially expressed in tumor-associated blood vasculature
versus vasculature of matched normal adjacent bladder tissue. We used several
bioinformatics approaches to select suitable molecules that might be future targets or
biomarkers of bladder cancer. Our results reveal that insulin receptor (INSR) is
strongly upregulated on the blood vessels of non-invasive and invasive bladder cancer
and that in non-invasive bladder cancer, there is an association with recurrence. We
speculate that INSR is upregulated because of hypoxia. We also found an
upregulation of angiopoietin-like-2 molecule (ANGPTL2) and 5’-ecto nucleotidase
(NT5E) in tumor-associated blood vessels, with an association of high expression
with reduced progression-free-survival for both molecules. Significantly different
levels of ANGPTL2 were detected in the plasma of patients with invasive and noninvasive bladder cancer compared to healthy volunteers. These molecules could
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potentially serve as biomarkers in the prediction of recurrence and progression of
bladder cancer.

4.2 Material and methods
Bladder cancer samples
Tissue samples of bladder cancer and normal adjacent bladder tissue from 7 patients
undergoing radical cystectomy of invasive bladder cancer (Table 1) were collected at
the University Hospital Zurich (Zurich, Switzerland) and used for laser capture
microdissection. After evaluation by a certified pathologist, tissue biopsies were
immediately embedded in Tissue-Tek O.C.T Compound (Sakura Finetek) and frozen
using liquid nitrogen. The tissue collection was approved by the University Hospital
Zurich Ethics Committee (SPUK GGU-USZ Ethics Committee KEK-StV-Nr 02/09)
and informed written consent was obtained from each patient. A bladder cancer tissue
microarray (TMA) from the Department of Pathology, University Hospital Zurich
was used for evaluation of the prognostic potential for selected biomarkers. The TMA
consisted of 348 cancer samples from 174 patients (131 male and 43 female; median
age 69.5; age range 32-92). Clinico-pathological details of the TMA are provided in
Table 2.
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Table 1: Patient information

Patient

Age (at time
of surgery)

Tumor stage
(WHO 1973;
[321])

1	
  
2
3
4
5
6
7

73.2
75.7
70.3
59.2
80.8
81.1
45.3

pT2
pT3
pT2
pT1
pT1
pT4
pT3

Histologic grade
(WHO 1973;
[321] )

Additional
Carcinoma
in situ

G3
G3
G3
G3
G3
G3
G3

+
-

Vascular
invasion

Lymphovascular
invasion

Progression
free survival
(months)

Overall
survival
(months)

Noncancer
related
death

+
-

+

45.5
39.8
12
16
1.9
4
3

45.5
39.8
40.8
39
1.9
34.3
10.3

+
-

Table 2: Clinico-pathological details of TMA

Tumor stage (WHO 1973;
[321])
pTa
pT1
pT2
pT3
pT4
Histologic grade (WHO
1973; [321])
G1
G2
G3
Histologic grade (WHO
2004; [282])
low grade
high grade
Adjacent carcinoma in situ
no
yes
Multiplicity
solitary
multifocal
Growth pattern
papillary
solid

N analysed

%

90
68
13
2
1

51.7
39.1
7.5
1.1
0.6

44
87
43

25.3
50
24.7

101
73

58
42

158
16

90.8
9.2

124
50

71.3
28.7

159
15

91.4
8.6

Immuno-laser capture microdissection (i-LCM) of blood vessels from bladder
tissue
Frozen sections of invasive bladder cancer (7 patients; pT1- pT4) and matched normal
(tumor-adjacent) bladder tissue (Table1) were fixed in acetone for 1 minute at 4°C.
Blood vessels were stained for 1 minute, on a cold block that was precooled to 4°C,
using a biotinylated rabbit anti-human von Willebrand factor (vWF) antibody (0.25
mg/mL; Dako Cytomation) and Cy3-streptavidin (1:100) in a mixture of Histogene
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buffers A and B (all Life Technologies) containing Protector RNase inhibitor (2 U/mL;
Roche). Washings between steps were performed for 5 seconds with a mixture of
Histogene buffers A and B. Slides were dehydrated for 20 seconds in 75% ethanol, 95%
ethanol, 100% ethanol, and xylene. Immediately afterward, i-LCM was conducted
using near infrared laser–based Arcturus Veritas LCM (Life Technologies). Up to 1
mm2 of immunostained blood vasculature was isolated per sample and immediately
lysed in RNeasy Micro Buffer RLT Plus (Qiagen) containing 3% betamercaptoethanol.

RNA isolation, cDNA generation, and microarray hybridization of i-LCM
samples
RNA was isolated using the RNeasy Plus Micro Kit (Qiagen), amplified and
converted to cDNA using the whole transcriptome amplification kit Ovation Pico
WTA System (Nugen). Then, cDNA was purified using the QIAquick PCR
Purification Kit (Qiagen). Biotin-labeled cDNA targets were hybridized to Human
Exon 1.0 ST arrays (Affymetrix) and arrays were scanned at the Functional Genomics
Center Zurich according to the manufacturer's protocol. The microarray data are
available at Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) under accession number GSE41614.

Bioinformatic analysis of microarray data
The Human Exon 1.0 ST array has three types of probesets: 1) probesets that target
transcripts that are annotated by Refseq [322] and full-length GenBank mRNA [323]
(17,800 transcript clusters, core probeset type), 2) probesets that target transcripts
annotated by Ensembl [324] or Vega [325] or have been found among expressed
sequence tags (EST; 129,000 transcript clusters, extended probeset type), 3) probesets
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that target predicted transcripts from geneid [326], genescan [327], exoniphy [328],
and twinscan [329] (262,000 transcript clusters, full probeset type). Core probe sets
that map to the same transcript were summarized into a single value using iterPLIER
[330] and RMA [331]. Raw fluorescence intensity values for every probe on every
chip were background corrected so that there were no negative values. As exon arrays
do not have mismatch probes, in contrast to the 3’ arrays, background correction was
performed on a pool of probes having the same GC content. The background
correction resulted in small expression values of probesets, leading to an unreliable
estimate of the variance. Therefore, an adhoc value of 16 was added to the expression
values of the probeset. This was added before log2 transformation, which resulted in a
minimum value of 4 in the log2-transformed dataset. We assumed that the majority of
genes were not differentially expressed. Therefore, we used a quantile normalization
to render the distribution of probe intensities for each array the same. This was
performed as follows: values on every chip were ranked by their intensity. For every
rank, the average over all chips was computed and the actual values of this rank on
every chip were then replaced by this average. Genes with an expression value
between 0 (minimum expression value) - 20th percentile (low expression value) were
removed. The filtering step was performed on lowly expressed genes, as these genes
cannot possibly achieve statistical significance for differential expression. This step
was omitted when using RMA for summarization and normalization. Differentially
expressed genes were identified using a moderated t-test [332]. Multiple testing
correction [333] was performed using a method proposed by Storey [334] to generate
a false discovery rate corrected p-value (q-value). Unsupervised hierarchical
clustering was performed using a Pearson Centered distance matrix and average
linkage. All mentioned analyses were performed in Genespring GX 12 (Agilent)
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software and R statistical language. Principal component analysis (PCA) was
performed using Partek Genomics Suite (Partek Incorporated).

Bioinformatics analysis of additional datasets
Raw counts of RNA sequencing data that were available at the time of accession from
the level 3 of The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) for 15 patients with invasive
bladder cancer and matched normal tissue were downloaded from the TCGA data
portal (https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/tcga/). Raw count data from patients under code:
A2LA, A0YN, A13J, A20Q, A20N, A20R, A20W, A0YR, A3WC, A3WV, A20U,
A2C5, A3OP, A3BM, A3OQ were used. Differential expression by pairwise
comparison analysis was performed using R package edgeR [335]. Raw counts of
cap-analysis of gene expression (CAGE) for human umbilical vein endothelial cells
(HUVEC), human microvascular endothelial cells (HMVEC) and human urothelial
cells (HUC) were obtained from the FANTOM5 consortium database (RIKEN
Division of Genomics Technologies, RIKEN Center for Life Science Technologies,
Yokohama). FANTOM 5 (The Functional Annotation of the Mammalian Genome) is
a large scale genomics project with the aim to define the transcriptional landscape of
the mammalian genome by CAGE RNA sequencing of different tissues and cell types.
Differential analysis of gene expression was performed using the edgeR package in R
statistical language. Using Gene Library Summarizer (GLS) from The Cancer
Genome Anatomy Project (CGAP [336]) expressed genes in the vascular tissue were
found. The CGAP contains 34 vascular EST libraries from vessels in tissue and from
endothelial and smooth muscle cells in vitro.
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Immunohistochemical and immunofluorescent stainings
Paraffin-embedded tissue sections and the TMA were dewaxed in xylene and
rehydrated using graded percentages of ethanol. After incubation in 3% H2O2 for 10
minutes, sections were boiled in citrate buffer, pH 6 for 20 minutes. Staining with
primary and secondary antibodies was performed as shown in Table 3.
Immunoreactive signals were amplified by formation of avidin–biotin peroxidase
complexes

and

visualized

using

3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole

(AEC)

or

diaminobenzidine (DAB). Nuclear counterstaining was conducted with hematoxylin.
A rabbit anti-human vWF antibody (15.5 μg/mL) and Alexa Fluor 594-labeled
donkey anti-rabbit antibody (1:200) were used for immunofluorescence stainings,
followed by Hoechst (10 μg/mL) nuclear staining. For the TMA, blood vessels were
identified on the basis of their typical morphology by a pathologist (L. Buser).
Expression of selected molecules on blood vessels was semi-quantitatively assessed
by grading the intensity of the staining on the majority of vessels as absent (0), weak
(1+; staining weaker than nuclear staining), or strong (2+; staining stronger than
nuclear staining). Progression-free survival (PFS) curves were calculated on cancers
from 158 patients (pTa and pT1), using the Kaplan–Meier method with significance
evaluated by 2-sided log-rank statistics. Patients were censored at the date when there
was a stage-shift (from pTa to pT1-4, respectively from pT1 to pT2-4), or if there was
distant metastatic disease. Recurrence-free survival was calculated on 90 patients
(pTa) using the Kaplan–Meier method with significance evaluated by 2-sided logrank statistics.
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Table 3. Antibodies used for immunohistochemistry
Primary antibody
(company)
Mouse monoclonal antihuman insulin receptor
(beta-subunit) (Invitrogen)
Rabbit polyclonal antihuman angiopoetin-like 2
(Sigma-Aldrich)
Rabbit polyclonal antihuman 5’-nucleotidase, ecto
(CD73) (Sigma-Aldrich)

Conc.
(µg/mL)
1

0.6

0.36

Secondary antibody
(company)
Biotin-labeled horse antimouse IgG (Vector
Laboratories)
Biotin-labeled goat antirabbit IgG (Vector
Laboratories)
Biotin-labeled goat antirabbit IgG (Vector
Laboratories)

Conc.
(µg/mL)
5

15

15

Cell culture
Primary human dermal blood vascular endothelial cells (BECs [337]) were seeded
onto fibronectin-coated culture dishes (10 mg/mL; BD Biosciences) and were cultured
in endothelial cell basal medium (EBM; Lonza) supplemented with 20% FBS
(Invitrogen), 2 mmol/L L-glutamine (Fluka), 10 mg/mL hydrocortisone (Fluka),
antibiotic/antimycotic solution (Invitrogen) and endothelial cell growth supplement
(Promocell). Cells of passage 6 to 8 were used.

Cell treatment with different factors or hypoxia
Twelve hours before stimulation, media were replaced with EBM containing 1% FBS.
Cells were then incubated for 24 h with 30 mmol glucose (Sigma) or 10 µM insulin
(Sigma) or 10 mM lactate (Sigma) or cultured for 24 h under hypoxia (1% O2) or
under acidosis (pH 6.6). Then cells were washed and lysed in RLT buffer containing
3% β-mercaptoethanol.
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RNA isolation and cDNA generation from endothelial cells
RNA was isolated from BECs using the RNeasy Mini Kit and treated with RNase-free
DNase (all from Qiagen). cDNA was generated from 1 µg RNA using the HighCapacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Life Technologies).

Quantitative real-time PCR
The expression of insulin receptor was quantified using SYBR green quantitative
reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) with the AB 7900 HT Fast Real-Time PCR
System and the 2-ΔΔCt method [338]. Primers were designed spanning the exon intron
junction. Primer sequences for INSR detection: forward primer 5’-TGG AGA GGT
GTG CCC TGG TA-3’; reverse primer 5’-TTT GGG GAA ACT GAG GTC TCG-3’.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Immuno-laser capture microdissection of blood vessels
We optimized a very fast immunofluorescence staining protocol, using a von
Willebrand factor antibody (incubation for only 2 min), that allowed us to visualize
blood vessels and to isolate RNA of high quality from microdissected samples
(Figure 8A). Microdissection was performed using a far-infrared laser to isolate cells
of the blood vasculature from tissue (Figure 8A). We microdissected blood vessels
from 7 patients that had muscle-invasive bladder cancer and performed differential
expression profiling using microarrays. To study whether we were indeed able to
enrich for blood vessel endothelial cells, we quantified the expression of the vascular
markers CD31 (PECAM1), VEGFR2 (KDR) and von Willebrand factor (vWF), and
of urothelial and epithelial markers: E-cadherin (CDH1), keratin 5, 7 and 17 (KRT 5,
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7, 17). We found high levels of expression of vascular markers, comparable to the
expression level of housekeeping genes, and low expression of epithelial and
urothelial markers (Figure 8B). We used RNA sequencing data deposited at The
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) from 15 patients to evaluate the extent of expression
of vascular genes in whole tissue of invasive bladder cancer and healthy matched
bladder tissue. We found that expression of vascular transcripts in whole tissue lysates
was 3-5 log10 values lower (Figure 8C), further confirming that we were able to
selectively isolate vasculature from normal and tumor bladder tissue.

Figure 8. Immuno-laser capture microdissection of blood vessels using von Willebrand factor as
a marker of vasculature. A) Representative image of a tumor section stained for von Willebrand
factor (left panel); the same section before and after laser capture microdissection (middle panels);
microdissected vessels on the collector cap (right panel). B) Expression values of house-keeping genes,
vascular markers and urothelial markers in microdissected material from tumor and normal bladder
tissue shows enrichment of vascular transcripts compared to transcripts expressed by urothelium. C)
Expression levels of the same transcripts in total invasive bladder cancer and matched normal tissue
from 15 patients (RNA sequencing data of TCGA database).

4.3.2 Tumor-associated vessels have a distinct expression profile
We used unsupervised hierarchical clustering to determine whether the expression
profile of tumor-associated vasculature differs from that of vasculature of healthy
tissue (Figure 9A). We included genes that had a higher expression than the 20th
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percentile of expression values. Samples from tumors clustered together while
samples from healthy tissue also clustered together. The samples from one patient
were clear outliers, so we removed those from further analysis. We observed many
genes being differentially expressed between the two groups. Furthermore, we
performed principal component analysis and identified two transcriptional clouds
(Figure 9B). It is interesting that the tumor-associated vessels showed a close
correlation between samples from different patients, indicating that tumor-induced
vascular changes overcame the heterogeneity found in the vasculature of healthy
tissue. The vasculature of healthy tissue showed heterogeneous gene expression since
we collected all von Willebrand factor-positive blood vessels.

Figure 9. The expression profile of tumor-associated vessels is different from the expression
profile of blood vessels from healthy tissue. A) Unsupervised hierarchical clustering was performed
based on similarity of expression (hybridization) patterns using a Pearson Centered distance matrix and
average linkage (down-regulated genes in green; up-regulated genes in red). B) Principal component
analysis (PCA) using Partek Genomics Suite. TAV-tumor-associated blood vessels, NAV- normal
(healthy) bladder tissue-associated vessels.
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4.3.3 Bioinformatics analysis of differentially expressed genes between tumor associated blood vasculature and vasculature in normal tissue
We summarized raw intensity values of hybridization using two different
summarization algorithms: IterPLIER and RMA (Figure 10A). Iterative probe
logarithmic intensity error estimation (IterPLIER [330]) applies first PLIER to all
probes of a probe set. Only the 22 probes best correlating with the calculated PLIER
signal were used to rerun PLIER. Next, the 11 probes correlating best with the newly
computed PLIER signal were used to compute the final signal by applying the
procedure a last time. Highly expressed probesets make more contribution to the gene
level signal compared to RMA and PLIER. Probe logarithmic intensity error (PLIER
[339]) was shown to be consistent with qRT-PCR measurements that are considered
as the “gold standard” in gene expression measurements [340]. Also, PLIER
performed better in avoiding false positives that happen because of poorly performing
probe sets [341]. We observed a better correlation to qRT-PCR data when using
IterPLIER compared to PLIER or RMA (data not shown). Therefore, we used the
gene expression profile from IterPLIER for further analyses (Supplementary Table
1). We also performed RMA analysis without filtering lowly expressed genes, since
RMA was shown to have a good precision in determining differential expression of
lowly expressed genes [342]. We studied if the genes that were filtered out as lowly
expressed genes before running IterPLIER can reach statistical significance using
RMA summarization/normalization. We identified NT5E to be differentially
expressed, even though the expression of the transcript was very low in tumorassociated vessels and vessels of healthy tissue. We could validate the differential
expression of NT5E at the protein level by immunostaining (Figure 13A).
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Even though the expression of vascular transcripts was enriched, there were
urothelial- and epithelial-specific genes among the top differentially expressed genes
in tumor-associated vasculature. To address this issue we used two approaches. First,
we compared the list of genes that were significantly differentially expressed in
tumor-associated vessels with the list of genes that were identified in EST libraries of
vascular cells and tissues of The Cancer Genome Anatomy project (Figure 10B). This
filtering step selectively filtered out genes expressed by epithelial cells, although by
this approach genes upregulated by tumor vasculature and not found in any of the
vascular libraries were lost. Second, we compared the list of genes that were found
significantly differentially expressed in tumor-associated vessels with the list of genes
that are significantly differentially expressed between endothelial cells (human
umbilical vein endothelial and human microvascular endothelial cells) and urothelial
cells from the FANTOM 5 database (Figure 10C). We found many genes that were
selectively expressed by endothelial cells also being differentially expressed by the
tumor-associated vasculature. Finally, we studied the expression profile of tumorassociated vasculature in published expression profiles of invasive bladder cancer. We
analyzed two different microarray studies (GSE 13507 and GSE 21142, at Gene
Expression Omnibus (GEO)) and one study with RNA sequencing (The Cancer
Genome Atlas), all three studies focused on invasive bladder cancer. We specifically
focused on data from patients that included tumor and matched healthy samples. We
found a very good correlation between the microarray and RNA sequencing data set
(data not shown). Therefore, we compared the tumor-associated vasculature
expression profile to the expression profile derived from RNA sequencing data, as
RNA sequencing had a better dynamic range of expression (Figure 10D). We
identified many genes to be differentially expressed in both tumor-associated
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vasculature and whole tumor tissue, suggesting that potentially some of the genes
could be used as biomarkers of the disease. Genes found in intersections of Venn
diagrams, shown in Figure 10, were searched in the Protein Atlas project [343] for
commercially available antibodies that are needed for validation of the expression on
the protein level.

Figure 10. Bioinformatics analyses of differentially expressed genes in tumor-associated blood
vasculature and vasculature in normal tissue. A) Venn diagram containing the number of genes that
were found significantly upregulated in tumor-associated blood vessels (TAV) compared to vessels in
healthy tissue by IterPLIER and RMA summarization. B) Venn diagram containing the number of
genes that were found differentially expressed (both upregulated and downregulated) in TAV and were
also found to be expressed in vascular tissue. C) Venn diagram containing the number of genes
differentially expressed in TAV and differentially expressed between ECs and urothelial cells in vitro
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(left). Many genes that are preferentially expressed in ECs in vitro were also upregulated in TAV
(right). D) Venn diagram containing the number of genes found differentially expressed in TAV that
were also differentially expressed between invasive bladder cancer tissue and matched normal control
tissue (left). Purple dots: Genes that were significantly differentially expressed in TAV were also found
significantly differentially expressed in tumor versus normal tissue. Red dots: Genes that were
significantly differentially expressed in TAV but not in whole tumor tissue. Blue dots: Genes that were
significantly differentially expressed in tumor vs. normal tissue but not in TAV.

4.3.4 Insulin receptor is upregulated on tumor-associated blood vessels of
bladder cancer and is upregulated in endothelial cells under hypoxic
conditions
Tumor-associated vessels showed a higher expression of insulin receptor (INSR) than
vessels of normal tissue. Using immunohistochemical stainings, we found that INSR
was present on tumor-associated vessels but not on vessels in normal tissue (Figure
11A). Insulin receptor showed strong staining in noninvasive bladder cancer (pTa)
(Figure 11A) and invasive bladder cancer (Figure 11B). In the TMA, insulin receptor
always showed a very high expression in vessels that were part of the fibrovascular
core. We semiquantitatively assessed expression by grading the intensity of the
staining as absent (0, Figure 11B), weak (1+, Figure 11C), strong (2+, Figure 11D).
Kaplan-Meier analysis of 90 samples of pTa showed that patients with strong insulin
receptor expression (n=53, Nevents=31) had a reduced recurrence-free survival
compared with those with no or weak insulin receptor expression (n=37, Nevents=16;
P=0.087; Figure 11E). To investigate if insulin receptor is also expressed on vessels
in any other tumor or normal tissue, we stained a TMA with 22 different tissues (40
different tumors and 9 healthy tissue). We found a particularly high expression of
insulin receptor in vessels of clear cell renal carcinoma (Figure 11F). Clear cell renal
carcinoma is known for loss of the von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) gene which leads to
increased amounts of hypoxia-inducible factor [344]. Furthermore, we have exposed
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endothelial cells to different stimuli and culture conditions for 24h to study the
regulation of INSR. We chose conditions that we thought to be relevant for
upregulation of insulin receptor expression. Interestingly, we found that endothelial
cells exposed to hypoxia (1% O2) upregulated INSR (Figure 11G).
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Figure 11. Insulin receptor is upregulated on tumor-associated blood vessels of bladder cancer
and is upregulated in endothelial cells under hypoxic conditions. A) Paraffin sections of invasive
bladder cancer and normal bladder tissue were stained for insulin receptor (red) and for vWF as a blood
vessel marker, and with hematoxylin or Hoechst (nuclear counterstains). Scale bars, 100 µm.
Representative images of bladder cancer with absent (B), weak (C), and strong (D) INSR expression
(brown) are shown. Scale bars, 100 µm. E) Kaplan-Meier recurrence-free survival curve of patients
with noninvasive bladder cancer (pTa; n=90) with strong INSR expression (2+) versus those with weak
or absent expression (0, 1+). F) Representative image of a sample TMA core from clear cell renal
carcinoma with high expression of insulin receptor. G) Expression of INSR mRNA in endothelial cells
after 24 h under different conditions and stimulations.

4.3.5 ANGPTL2 is upregulated on tumor-associated blood vessels of bladder
cancer and its expression correlates with reduced progression-free
survival.
Gene expression profiling showed upregulation of ANGPTL2 on tumor-associated
vessels. We confirmed the expression difference by immunohistochemical staining
(Figure 12A), although we observed some positive vessels in adjacent normal bladder
tissue. A reason for this positivity might be the tumor-associated inflammation. We
next analyzed a TMA consisting of noninvasive (pTa=90) and invasive (pT1=68)
bladder cancers. We semiquantitatively assessed expression by grading the intensity
of the staining as absent (0, Figure 12B), weak (1+, Figure 12C), strong (2+, Figure
12D). Kaplan-Meier analysis of 158 samples showed that patients with strong
ANGPTL2 expression (n=105, Nevents=19) had a reduced progression-free survival
compared with those with no or weak ANGPTL2 expression (n=53, Nevents=3;
P=0.074; Figure 12E). We next tested whether increased ANGPTL2 expression in
the vasculature of bladder cancer would lead to elevated plasma levels. The mean
concentration of ANGPTL2 was significantly higher (P<0.0001; Mann-Whitney U
test) in the plasma of patients with non-invasive cancer (2.44 ng/mL; range 0.93 - 4.2
ng/mL; n=14) and also significantly higher (P<0.0001; Mann-Whitney U test) in
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plasma of patients of invasive cancer (1.94 ng/ml: range 0.62 - 5.74 ng/mL; n=30)
than in healthy volunteers (0.66 ng/ml; range 0.40 – 1.088; n=16; Figure 12F).

Figure 12. ANGPTL2 is upregulated on tumor-associated blood vessels of bladder cancer and its
expression correlates with reduced progression-free survival. A) Paraffin sections of invasive
bladder cancer and normal bladder tissue were stained immunohistochemically for ANGPTL2 (red)
and with hematoxylin (nuclear counterstain). Scale bars, 100 µm. Representative images of bladder
cancer with absent (B), weak (C), and strong (D) ANGPTL2 expression (brown) are shown. Scale bars,
100 µm. E) Kaplan-Meier progression-free survival curve of patients with noninvasive bladder cancer
(pTa; n=90) and invasive bladder cancer (pT1; n=68) with strong ANGPTL2 expression (2+) versus
those with weak or absent expression (0, 1+). F) ANGPTL2 was elevated in the plasma of non-invasive
bladder cancer (n=14) and invasive bladder cancer patients (n=30) compared to healthy volunteers
(n=16).
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4.3.6 NT5E is upregulated on tumor-associated blood vessels of bladder cancer
and its expression significantly correlates with reduced progression-free
survival.
NT5E showed a low level of expression at the mRNA level in vasculature of bladder
tissue. Micorarray analysis without filtering lowly expressed genes and using RMA
summarization and normalization showed a significant upregulation on tumorassociated vessels (fold change 1.57, p=0.0014). We validated this finding using
immunohistochemical staining (Figure 13A). We next analyzed a TMA consisting of
noninvasive (pTa=90) and invasive (pT1=68) bladder cancers. We semiquantitatively
assessed expression by grading the intensity of the staining as absent (0, Figure 13B),
weak (1+, Figure 13C) or strong (2+, Figure 13D). Kaplan-Meier analysis of 158
samples showed that patients with strong NT5E expression (n=25, Nevents=7) had a
reduced progression-free survival compared with those with no or weak NT5E
expression (n=133, Nevents=15; P=0.028; Figure 13E).
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Figure 13. NT5E is upregulated on tumor-associated blood vessels of bladder cancer and its
expression significantly correlates with reduced progression-free survival. Paraffin sections of
invasive bladder cancer and normal bladder tissue were stained immunohistochemically for NT5E (red)
and immunofluorescently for vWF as a blood vessel marker, and with hematoxylin or Hoechst (nuclear
counterstains). Scale bars, 100 µm. Representative images of bladder cancer with absent (B), weak (C)
and strong (D) NT5E expression (brown) are shown. Scale bars, 100 µm. E) Kaplan-Meier
progression-free survival curve of patients with noninvasive bladder cancer (pTa; n=90) and invasive
bladder cancer (pT1; n=68) with strong NT5E expression (2+) versus those with weak or absent
expression (0, 1+).
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4.4 Discussion
We have established an immuno-laser capture microdissection method for the
isolation of blood vessels from invasive bladder cancers and matched normal tissue.
We performed transcriptional profiling using human exon microarrays and obtained a
comprehensive expression profile of tumor-associated vessels. We found that the
expression profile of tumor-associated blood vessels is different from that of vessels
in healthy bladder tissue, in accordance with other studies that have isolated tumorassociated vasculature from other cancers such as glioblastoma [221], breast [219,
220], ovarian [217] and colorectal cancer [200, 209]. Based on these studies, it will be
of interest to integrate all studies on tumor-associated vasculature to define a core
tumor vasculature signature. In agreement with other studies on tumor vasculature
[200, 209, 217, 219-221], we detected upregulation of genes that are upregulated as a
response to molecules secreted by tumors or the tumor microenvironment, such as
VEGF-A [217, 221], TGF-beta [221], and TNF-alpha [217]. It has been reported that
VEGF-A is expressed in invasive bladder cancer [345]; accordingly, we found several
VEGF-A responsive genes to be upregulated on tumor-associated vessels, including
ESM1, ANGPT2, KDR, KIF11, IGFBP3, ASPM and ITGAV [187-189, 346]. We
also found many upregulated genes that are upregulated by TGF-beta such as
ACVR1, FN1, CLDN1, SMAD5, SMAD2, COL1A2, COL4A1 and COL4A2 [221,
347]. Some of the genes that are upregulated by TNF-alpha were also found among
the upregulated genes on tumor-associated vessels, including ADAM12, CDCP1 and
LGAL3SBP [13, 218]. It will be of great interest to integrate and compare the tumor
vasculature expression profile with previously performed studies of in vitro cultured
endothelial and smooth muscle cells under different stimulations and growth
conditions, in order to understand quantitatively which factors and conditions found in
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the tumor microenvironment are the major inducers of tumor angiogenesis in bladder
cancer.
We applied a number of bioinformatics filters to identify the most relevant molecules
with regard to high selectivity of expression in the vasculature and high expression in
bladder cancer. For molecules that passed through these filters, we searched for
commercially available antibodies in the Protein Atlas project. Up to now, we
validated differential expression for endocan, INSR, ANGPTL2 and NT5E. We could
validate the strong expression of INSR on blood vessels in non-invasive and invasive
bladder cancer. We found high expression of insulin receptor also in vessels of clear
cell renal carcinoma, and two other studies showed expression in colorectal [348],
breast, renal and adenocarcinoma [349]. Interestingly, we found that noninvasive
bladder cancer patients with high expression of insulin receptor had a shorter
recurrence-free survival than those with absent or weak INSR expression. Currently,
there are no markers that can predict recurrence-free survival [350]. The major current
methods used by urologists to detect recurrence of the non-invasive cancers are
cystoscopy with cytologic examination at intervals 3 to 6 months. Such frequent and
time-consuming examinations have made this cancer one of the most expensive to
treat [351]. Our results indicate that insulin receptor could be an additional marker
that could allow some prediction how often the cancer might recur. We found, using
endothelial cells, that insulin receptor is potentially regulated by hypoxia. This is in
agreement with a transcriptional profiling study that showed INSR upregulation in
human umbilical vein endothelial cells after incubation under hypoxic conditions (1%
O2) for 48h [352]. Further studies are planned to elucidate the function of insulin
receptor on tumor-associated endothelium in vitro and in vivo.
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We could confirm the upregulation of two other molecules on the tumor vasculature:
ANGPTL2 and NT5E. We found that patients with high expression of ANGPTL2 and
of NT5E on tumor vessels of bladder cancer of pTa and pT1 stage had a reduced
progression-free survival compared to patients with low or absent staining. Noninvasive papillary tumors (pTa) are the most common bladder carcinomas (~60%)
that recur in 60% of cases but progress in only 10% of cases. The other superficial
type of cancer (pT1) shows invasion through the lamina propria but not to through the
muscular bladder wall [353]; this cancer shows much higher rates of progression.
Depending on the grade, it can even have progression rates up to 60% [354]. Even
though pTa and pT1 cancers are very different biologically, they are treated similarly
[281] and monitored thoroughly for recurrence or progression [355]. Therefore,
ANGPTL2 and NT5E alone or combined as markers could give some prediction
about cancer progression in superficial bladder cancers. ANGPTLs are structurally
similar to angiopoetins, but they do not bind to Tie-1 or Tie-2 receptors [356]. In a
chemically induced mouse model of skin squamous cell carcinoma, ANGPTL2
expression correlated with the frequency of carcinogenesis [357]. ANGPTL2 is
expressed in human lung cancer and correlates with shorter disease-free survival time.
In a xenograft mouse model, tumor cell-derived ANGPTL2 accelerated metastasis
and induced angiogenesis [358]. Future studies are planned to elucidate the function
of ANGPTL2 in endothelial cells. NT5E (CD73) is an ecto-nucleotidase that
catabolizes the generation of extracellular adenosine, a potent immunosuppressor. It is
expressed in a variety of cell types [359] and it is upregulated in cancer tissue [360].
Adenosine accumulates in tumors and suppresses the function of tumor infiltrating T
cells via A2A adenosine receptors [361]. Expression of NT5E on endothelial cells
(HUVEC) promotes tube formation and migration independently of its enzymatic
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activity (independently of extracellular adenosine), possibly due to its function in
adhesion and migration [362].
In summary, this study identified for the first time the expression profile of tumorassociated vasculature in invasive bladder cancer and identified several candidate
molecules for further testing as tumor biomarkers.
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5 Endocan is upregulated on tumor vessels in
invasive bladder cancer and mediates VEGF-Ainduced angiogenesis
5.1 Introduction
Bladder cancer is the fifth most common cancer in the developed world. It has been
estimated that in 2008, 386,300 persons were diagnosed with bladder cancer
worldwide and 150,200 succumbed to the disease [280]. Bladder cancer has been
classified into superficial (pTa, pT1 and CIS) and muscle-invasive (pT2-4) cancer
based on whether tumor infiltration extends to the muscular bladder wall [281].
However, based on genetic [282] and expression data [283] of bladder cancers of
different stages, the revised WHO classification proposes a distinction of noninvasive (pTa) and invasive (pT1-4) bladder cancers. Non-invasive bladder cancers
(pTa) have a low risk of progression but a high risk of recurrence. To date there are no
clinical parameters that reliably predict tumor recurrence or progression. Despite the
treatment of invasive bladder cancer with radical cystectomy [363], up to 50% of
patients develop metastases and five-year survival is low [287]. Increased microvessel
density [297] and high expression of vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A)
correlate with poor prognosis [298], progression [299, 300] and shorter survival of
bladder cancer patients [301]. We aimed at elucidating differences at the molecular
level between tumor-associated blood vasculature and normal vasculature, that might
serve as therapeutic targets or as prognostic biomarkers. Therefore, we isolated blood
vascular endothelial cells (BECs) from bladder cancer and normal bladder tissue,
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using immuno-laser capture microdissection (i-LCM), and performed a comparative
microarray expression analysis.
We found that endocan (endothelial cell-specific molecule 1) was one of the most
strongly upregulated genes in tumor BECs. Endocan is a secreted proteoglycan [364]
that is upregulated by growth factors and chemokines in vitro [346, 365] and on tumor
vasculature in several types of cancer [366-368], with diverse suggested biological
roles [369]. Using qRT-PCR and immunohistochemistry, we found that endocan was
strongly upregulated on tumor vascular endothelium and that its expression correlated
with the invasiveness of bladder cancer. Significantly elevated endocan levels were
measured in the plasma of patients with invasive bladder cancer compared to healthy
individuals. Importantly, we found that VEGF-A induces endocan expression in vitro
and in vivo via VEGF receptor-2 (VEGFR-2) and that endocan knockdown in BECs
inhibited VEGF-A-induced tube formation, migration and VEGFR-2 phosphorylation.
Therefore, endocan appears to be an important mediator of tumor angiogenesis
induced via the VEGF-A-VEGFR-2 axis and might serve as a novel biomarker in
bladder cancer.

5.2 Material and methods
Tumor and plasma samples
Clinically annotated frozen and paraffin embedded tissue samples of bladder cancers
and normal bladder tissue as well as plasma samples were obtained from the
University Hospital Zurich. The tissue collection was approved by the University
Hospital Zurich Ethics Committee (SPUK GGU- USZ Ethics Committee KEK-StVNr 02/09) and informed written consent was obtained from each patient. Control
plasma samples were obtained from healthy blood donors. Additionally, we used a
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bladder cancer tissue microarray (TMA) containing 143 samples from 91 patients (67
male, 24 female; age range: 29 to 97 years) from the Institute of Pathology, University
Hospital Erlangen. The TMA consisted of 89 papillary non-invasive (pTa and
papillary urothelial neoplasms of low malignant potential (PUNLMP)) and 54
papillary invasive (pT1-4) tumors. Blood vessels were identified based on their
typical morphology by a board-certified pathologist (P.W.), and only vessels within
tumors were analyzed to reduce heterogeneity. Endocan expression on blood vessels
was semi-quantitatively assessed by grading the intensity of the staining on the
majority of vessels as absent (0), weak (1+; endocan staining weaker than nuclear
staining) or strong (2+; endocan staining stronger than nuclear staining). The
statistical significance was computed using Fisher’s exact test. The Kaplan–Meier
log-rank test was used to analyze recurrence-free survival of patients with noninvasive bladder cancer (pTa; n=40) with strong endocan expression versus those with
weak or absent endocan expression.

Immuno-laser capture microdissection (i-LCM) of blood vessels from bladder
tissue
Frozen sections of invasive bladder cancer (5 patients; pT1-pT4) and matched normal
(tumor-adjacent) bladder tissue were fixed in acetone for 1 min at 4°C. Blood vessels
were stained using biotinylated rabbit anti-human von Willebrand factor (vWF)
antibody (0.25 mg/ml; Dako Cytomation) and Cy3-streptavidin (1:100) in a mixture
of buffers A and B (all Life Technologies) containing Protector RNase inhibitor
(2U/μl; Roche). Slides were dehydrated in 75% ethanol, 95% ethanol, 100% ethanol
and xylene. Immediately afterwards, i-LCM was performed using near infrared-laser
based Arcturus Veritas LCM (Life Technologies). Up to 1 mm2 of immunostained
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blood vessels were isolated per sample and immediately lysed in Buffer RLT Plus
(Qiagen) containing 3% β-mercaptoethanol.

RNA isolation, cDNA generation and microarray hybridization of i-LCM
samples
RNA was isolated using the RNeasy Plus Micro Kit (Qiagen), amplified and
converted to cDNA using the whole transcriptome amplification kit Ovation Pico
WTA System (Nugen). Then, cDNA was purified using the QIAquick PCR
purification kit. Biotin-labeled cDNA targets were hybridized to Human Exon ST 1.0
arrays (Affymetrix) and arrays were scanned according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. The microarray data is available at GEO under accession number
GSE41614.

Immunohistochemical and immunofluorescent stainings
Paraffin-embedded tissue sections and the TMA were dewaxed in xylene and
rehydrated using graded percentages of ethanol. After incubation in 3% H2O2 for 10
min, sections were boiled in Tris-EDTA buffer, pH=9 for 20 min. Staining for
endocan and VEGF-A was performed using mouse anti-human endocan MEP08
antibody (10 μg/ml, Lunginnov) and rabbit anti-human VEGF-A A-20 antibody (4
μg/ml, Santa Cruz). Biotin-labeled horse anti-mouse (5 μg/ml) and biotin labeled goat
anti-rabbit (15 μg/ml) antibodies were used as secondary antibodies. Immunoreactive
signals were amplified by formation of avidin–biotin peroxidase complexes and
visualized using 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole (AEC) or 3,3-diaminobenzidine (DAB).
Nuclear counterstaining was performed with hematoxylin. A rabbit anti-human vWF
antibody (15.5 μg/ml) and Alexa Fluor 594-labeled donkey anti-rabbit antibody
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(1:200) were used for immunofluorescence stainings, followed by Hoechst (10 μg/ml)
nuclear staining.

Confocal imaging
Immunofluorescent double staining was performed on 80-μm thick sections according
to [370], using the endocan antibody MEP08 and the vWF antibody, followed by
Alexa Fluor 594-labeled donkey anti-mouse (1:500) and Alexa Fluor 488-labeled
donkey anti-rabbit (1:500) antibodies. Images were acquired with a Leica SP2
confocal microscope using a 63×1.4 NA Plan Apochromat objective with oil
immersion lens. 3D-reconstruction was performed using the Imaris software (Bitplane
Scientific Software). The resulting image represents a stack of 47 sections (Z step of
0.244 μm) with a total physical length of 11.23 μm. The voxel height was 0.173 μm
with a zoom of 2.693.

ELISA assays
Plasma samples from 60 healthy donors (median 58 y, range: 36.8-75 y, male 87%,
female 13%) and 53 patients with invasive bladder cancer (median 70.8 y; range:
45.3-84 y; male 79%, female 21%) were analyzed by ELISA for endocan (Diyek
endomark H1; Lunginnov) and VEGF-A (Platinum; eBiosciences), using a Sunrise
Tecan microplate reader (Tecan). For BEC lysates, the protein concentration of
samples was adjusted, using a bicinchoninic acid assay (Thermo Scientific).

VEGF-A transgenic mice and VEGFR-2 blocking experiments
K14/VEGF-A transgenic (Tg) mice that express mouse VEGF-A164 under control of
the K14 promoter [371, 372] were bred and housed in the animal facility of ETH
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Zurich. Untreated FVB wild-type mice were used as controls. Experiments were
performed in accordance with animal protocol 149/2008 approved by the Kantonales
Veterinaeramt Zurich. Mouse ears were harvested from 24-weeks old VEGF-A Tg
mice (n=6) and wild-type (WT) mice (n=6) and homogenized in RLT buffer
containing 1% β-mercaptoethanol. VEGF-A Tg mice (15-weeks old) were also
treated with 800 µg of rat anti-mouse VEGFR-2 blocking antibody DC101 (ImClone)
or control rat IgG (Sigma) i.p. every other day for 7 days.

Isolation of dermal BECs by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)
Dermal BECs were isolated from the ears of VEGF-A Tg mice treated with DC101
(n=5) or control IgG (n=3), and of wild-type FVB mice (n=6) using high-speed cell
sorting as described [373].

Cell culture
Primary human dermal BECs [337] and human umbilical vein endothelial cells
(HUVECs; Promocell) were seeded onto fibronectin-coated culture dishes (10 μg/ml;
BD Biosciences) and were cultured in endothelial cell basal medium (EBM; Lonza)
supplemented with 20% FBS (Invitrogen), 2 mM L-glutamine (Fluka), 10 μg/ml
hydrocortisone (Fluka), and antibiotic/antimycotic solution (Invitrogen). The BEC
media also contained endothelial cell growth supplement (Promocell). Cells of
passage 6-8 were used.

Cell treatment with proangiogenic factors and VEGFR-2 blocking experiments
Twelve hours before stimulation, media were replaced with EBM containing 1% FBS.
Cells were then treated with recombinant human VEGF-A (20 ng/ml) or FGF-2 (20
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ng/ml; R&D Systems) or both. Cells treated with vehicle were used as controls. For
some experiments, cells were pre-incubated with human monoclonal antibody IMC1121B against VEGFR-2 (20 μg/ml; Imclone) or with control human IgG for 4h,
followed by incubation with VEGF-A (20 ng/ml) for 24h. Then, cells were washed
and lysed in RLT buffer containing 3% β-mercaptoethanol.

RNA isolation and cDNA generation from endothelial cell lysates and mouse ears
RNA was isolated from mouse ear homogenates and from BECs using the RNeasy
Mini kit and treated with RNase-free DNase (all from Qiagen). cDNA was generated
from 1 μg RNA using the High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit (Life
Technologies).

Quantitative real-time PCR
The expression of mouse and human endocan was quantified by TaqMan real-time
PCR with the AB 7900 HT Fast Real- Time PCR System and the 2-ΔΔCt method [338].
Taqman probe/primer sets for mouse (Mm00469953_m1) and human endocan
(Hs00199831_m1) and for mouse CD34 (Mm00519283_m1) were pre-designed by
Life Technologies. Each reaction was multiplexed with β-actin (4326315E) or B2M
(4326319E) for human endothelial cells, or β-actin (4352341E, all from Life
Technologies) for mouse samples. Expression of endocan and CD34 was normalized
to the expression of the reference gene.

siRNA knockdown of endocan
siRNA electroporation of HUVEC was performed using the Amaxa Basic
Nucleofactor Kit for primary endothelial cells (Lonza). The knockdown efficiency of
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three different siRNA constructs against endocan was evaluated (ID: 136192, ID:
19124, ID: 19216). Knockdown using siRNA ID: 136192 showed the strongest
reduction of endocan mRNA (data not shown). Therefore, siRNA ID: 136192 and the
no. 1 siRNA control nontargeted siRNA (NT siRNA; all Ambion) were used. After 24
or 36h, supernatants were collected and cells were lysed in RLT buffer containing 3%
β-mercaptoethanol, or in a hypotonic PBS solution containing 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM
CaCl2, 1 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride and protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche)
as described [374].

Western Blot analyses
Supernatants were concentrated using a Centricon Ultracel YM-10 membrane filter
(Millipore). Proteins were precipitated as described [375]. Supernatant samples
containing 100 μg of protein and cell lysate samples containing 10 μg of protein
(assessed using the BCA protein assay) were subjected to SDS-PAGE using 10%
acrylamide separating gels, 1.0 mm. Proteins were transferred to Immobilon-P
transfer membranes (Millipore) and stained using a biotinylated goat anti-human
endocan antibody (0.2 μg/mL; R&D Systems) or rabbit anti-human (p1175) VEGFR2 (D55B11; 1∶1000), VEGFR-2 (55B11; 1:1000) or ERK1/2 (137F5; 1∶1000; all Cell
Signaling) antibodies and a streptavidin-bound horseradish peroxidase conjugate
(1:5000) or horseradish peroxidase-coupled anti-rabbit antibody (1:5000). Stained
proteins were detected using the ECL Plus Western Blotting Detection System (GE
Healthcare). Equal loading was confirmed by Ponceau S (Sigma) staining and by
staining for vWF (6 μg /mL; [376]) or ERK 1/2.
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Tube formation and migration assays
The capillary tube formation assay was performed as described [377] with minor
modifications. Matrigel (BD Biosciences) was added to 96-well plates (40 μl per
well) and let solidify for 30 min at 37°C. HUVECs were electroporated with endocan
siRNA or NT siRNA (100 μl of cell suspension containing 15,000 cells/well), seeded
on top of Matrigel in sextaplicates and incubated for 12h. Images were acquired with
a digital camera (AxioCam MRm, Carl Zeiss) mounted on an inverted microscope
(Axiovert 200M, Carl Zeiss). The total length of tube-like structures per well was
measured using ImageJ. Endothelial cell migration was assessed using a Scratch
monolayer wound-healing assay [378]. HUVECs were electroporated using endocan
siRNA or NT siRNA and seeded into fibronectin-coated wells in quadruplicates
(120,000 cells/well). At confluency, two cross-shaped scratches were made in each
well using a sterile 200 μl pipette tip. Cells were washed and VEGF-A (20 ng/ml) or
plain medium were added. Images of crosses were taken immediately and 25 h later.
The surface areas of the cell-free zones were measured and the % scratch closure was
determined using TScratch software [378].

Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using Prism version 5.00 (GraphPad Software,
Inc.). For most comparisons, a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test was performed.
The differences in plasma concentrations of VEGF-A and endocan were analyzed
with the Mann-Whitney U test. Spearman rank correlations were made to test for the
association between endocan and VEGF-A concentrations in plasma. The AUC,
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value and
likelihood ratio were calculated from the receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
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curve. The comparison between endocan expression in non-invasive and invasive
cancers was calculated using Fisher’s exact test. Survival data were plotted using the
Kaplan-Meier method and analyzed using the log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test. Differences
were considered statistically significant at P<0.05.

5.3

Results

5.3.1 Endocan expression is upregulated in invasive bladder cancer-associated
blood vascular endothelial cells
We isolated endothelial cells from bladder cancer-associated vessels and from vessels
in normal surrounding bladder tissue by i-LCM. Taqman-based quantitative real-time
PCR showed that endocan mRNA expression was 1,000- to 100,000-fold higher in
tumor-associated BECs than in normal BECs (Figure 14A). Immunohistochemical
staining revealed that the endocan protein was present on tumor-associated blood
vessels, but not on the blood vessels of normal bladder tissue (Figure 14B). Confocal
imaging of immunofluorescently stained sections of invasive bladder cancer revealed
that endocan was associated with the surface of the plasma membrane of BECs.
Staining was particularly intense at the filopodia of endothelial tip cells, which
typically are vWF-negative ([379]; Figure 14C).
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Figure 14. Endocan expression is upregulated in invasive bladder cancer-associated blood
vascular endothelial cells. (A) BECs were isolated from frozen sections of invasive tumors (tBEC)
and adjacent normal (nBEC) tissue from five patients. Endocan mRNA was quantified by qRT-PCR
and normalized to the mean expression in nBEC. Data represent mean ± SD. ***P<0.001. (B) Paraffin
sections of invasive bladder cancer and normal bladder tissue were stained immunohistochemically for
endocan (red) and immunofluorescently for vWF as a blood vessel marker, and with hematoxylin or
Hoechst (nuclear counterstains). Scale bars: 100 μm. (C) Z-stack slice of a confocal image of invasive
bladder cancer immunofluorescently stained for endocan (red), vWF (green) and Hoechst (blue). 3D
reconstruction of confocal z-stack using Imaris software. Scale bars: 10 μm.

5.3.2 Endocan expression is higher on blood vessels of invasive than
noninvasive bladder cancer and is associated with reduced recurrencefree survival
No staining for endocan was detected in normal bladder tissue (Figure 15A). We next
analyzed a TMA consisting of non-invasive (n=89) and invasive bladder cancers
(n=54). Of these, 116 samples contained a sufficient number of vessels for analysis of
endocan expression which was semi-quantitatively assessed by grading the intensity
of the staining as absent (0) (Figure 15B), weak (1+) (Figure 15C) or strong (2+)
(Figure 15D). We observed that endocan expression was heterogeneous in individual
punches (Figure 15E). Vessels outside the tumors were negative (Figure 15F),
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therefore only vessels within tumors were analyzed to reduce heterogeneity (Figure
15G). 53 out of 70 samples of non-invasive bladder cancer had no or weak staining
for endocan whereas 17 samples had strong staining. From 46 invasive samples, 23
had no or weak staining and 23 had strong staining. The difference in frequencies
between these groups was significant (P=0.005) (Figure 15H), indicating that
endocan expression on tumor blood vessels increases with invasiveness of bladder
cancer. Kaplan-Meier analysis of 40 samples of pTa cancers showed that patients with
strong endocan expression (n=12, Nevents=9) had a reduced recurrence-free survival
compared to those with no or weak endocan expression (n=28, Nevents=14; P=0.079)
(Figure 15I).

Figure 15. Endocan expression is higher on blood vessels of invasive than noninvasive bladder
cancer and is associated with reduced recurrence-free survival. Endocan expression on blood
vessels (arrows) was semi-quantitatively assessed by grading the staining intensity. Representative
images of normal urothelium (A) and of bladder cancers with absent (B), weak (C) and strong (D)
endocan expression (brown) are shown. Representative images of a sample TMA core (E), weak
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endocan expression in the stroma (F) and strong expression in the tumor (G). Scale bars: 100 μm. (H)
Quantification of endocan expression levels in non-invasive (pTa) and invasive (pT1-pT3) bladder
cancers of a TMA of 116 bladder cancers. **P < 0.01. (I) Kaplan-Meier recurrence-free survival curves
of patients with non-invasive bladder cancer (pTa; n=40) with strong endocan expression (2+) versus
those with weak or absent endocan expression (0, 1+).

5.3.3 Endocan is elevated in plasma of patients with invasive bladder cancer
We next tested whether the increased endocan expression in invasive bladder cancers
would also be apparent in plasma. The mean concentration of endocan was
significantly higher (P<0.001, Mann-Whitney U test) in the plasma of patients with
invasive bladder cancer (0.79 ng/ml; range 0.23-3.53 ng/ml; n=53) than of healthy
volunteers (0.43 ng/ml; range 0-1 ng/ml; n=60) (Figure 16). Using ROC (receiver
operating characteristic) curve and AUC (area under curve), we determined the ability
of endocan levels to allow for distinction between patients with invasive bladder
cancer and healthy subjects. The AUC, sensitivity and specificity were 0.76, 64% and
80%, respectively, with a cut off of 0.63 ng/mL. The positive predictive value (PPV)
and the negative predictive value (NPV) were 74% and 72%, respectively, with a
likelihood ratio of 3.208.

Figure 16. Endocan is elevated in plasma of patients with invasive bladder cancer. Endocan was
measured in plasma of patients with invasive bladder cancer (n=53) and in healthy volunteers of similar
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age (n=60) by ELISA. Dots represent patient samples. Horizontal lines represent mean values.
***P<0.001.

5.3.4 VEGF-A is increased in tumor tissue and plasma of patients with invasive
bladder cancer
It has been reported that in vitro, endocan expression is induced by VEGF-A [346,
367]. We therefore asked whether the enhanced endocan expression on tumor blood
vessels might be due to increased VEGF-A production. Immunostaining of invasive
bladder cancers revealed VEGF-A expression by tumor cells (Figure 17A, right
panel, white arrows). VEGF-A was also present on tumor-associated blood vessels,
likely reflecting VEGF-A bound to its receptors [380] (Figure 17A, right panel,
black arrows). In contrast, VEGF-A was not detected in normal bladder tissue
(Figure 17A, left panel) and in non-invasive bladder cancer (Figure 17A, middle
panel). VEGF-A levels in plasma of healthy blood donors were significantly lower
(mean: 0.12 ng/ml, range: 0.01-0.4 ng/ml, n=60) than in patients with invasive
bladder cancer (mean: 0.28 ng/ml, range: 0.04-0.89 ng/ml, n=53; P<0.001, MannWhitney U test; Figure 17B). The AUC, sensitivity and specificity were 0.83, 68%
and 90%, respectively, with a cut off of 0.1895 ng/mL. The positive predictive value
and the negative predictive value were 86% and 76%. The likelihood ratio was 6.72.
Combining the 113 samples analyzed, we found a significant correlation of VEGF
and endocan levels (P=0.004; Figure 17C).
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Figure 17. VEGF-A is increased in tumor tissue and plasma of patients with invasive bladder
cancer. (A) Paraffin sections of normal bladder tissue (left), non-invasive (middle) and invasive
bladder cancer (right) were stained immunohistochemically for VEGF-A (top panels; brown),
immunofluorescently for vWF (bottom panels; red) and with hematoxylin or Hoechst (nuclear
counterstains). Higher magnification of boxed area shows VEGF-A expressed by tumor cells (white
arrows) and VEGF-A associated with tumor endothelium (black arrows). Scale bars: 100 μm. (B)
VEGF-A was measured in plasma of patients with invasive bladder cancer (n=60) and healthy
volunteers of similar age (n=53) by ELISA. Dots represent patient samples. Horizontal lines represent
mean values. ***P<0.001. (C) Significant correlation of endocan and VEGF-A levels (n=113).

5.3.5 Endocan expression is upregulated by VEGF-A in vitro and in vivo
After treatment of human BECs with VEGF-A (20 ng/ml) for 24h, endocan
expression was significantly increased at the mRNA (1.58-1.80-fold; Figure 18A)
and protein level in cell lysates (mean 10.17, range: 9.48-10.62 ng/ml; control treated:
mean 7.79 ng/ml, range: 6.21-8.73 ng/ml; Figure 18B). Increased endocan levels
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were also detected in culture supernatants (mean 41.2 ng/ml, range: 36.45-44.1 ng/ml;
control treated: mean 33.8 ng/ml, range: 32.52-34.59 ng/ml; Figure 18C). FGF-2
alone or in combination with VEGF-A did not alter endocan mRNA expression. Pretreatment of BECs with a VEGFR-2 blocking antibody inhibited induction of endocan
by VEGF-A at the mRNA (0.74-0.76-fold compared to control IgG; Figure 18D) and
protein level (mean 30.6 ng/ml in supernatants, range: 29.07-32.55 ng/ml; control IgG
treated: mean 39.42 ng/ml, range 37.74-40.8 ng/ml; Figure 18E).
To investigate whether VEGF-A might also enhance endocan expression by BECs in
vivo, we analyzed skin samples obtained from homozygous VEGF-A Tg mice which
have elevated VEGF-A levels in the skin [372]. Endocan mRNA expression was
strongly increased (27.2-67.6-fold; Figure 18F) in the skin of transgenic mice (n=6)
compared to wild-type mice (n=6). To investigate whether this was solely the
consequence of increased blood vessel numbers, we specifically isolated blood vesselderived endothelial cells from the ear skin by FACS. We found upregulation of
endocan in endothelial cells derived from VEGF-A Tg mice (2.91-5.34-fold, Figure
18G), while expression of the vascular marker CD34 was unchanged (Figure 18H).
Treatment of VEGF-A Tg mice with the VEGFR-2 receptor blocking antibody
DC101 resulted in reduced endocan expression in ex vivo isolated endothelial cells
compared to the control IgG group (0.2-0.46-fold, Figure 18I); CD34 expression was
not affected (Figure 18J).
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Figure 18. Endocan expression is upregulated by VEGF-A in vitro and in vivo. Expression of
endocan in primary human BECs after incubation with VEGF-A (20 ng/mL) and/or FGF-2 (20 ng/mL)
for 24 h was quantified by qRT-PCR (A) and ELISA in cell lysates (B) and supernatants (C). Cells
treated with medium alone were used as controls. Reduced expression of endocan mRNA (D) and
protein in supernatants (E) after treatment with a VEGFR-2 blocking antibody. Increased endocan
mRNA expression in the skin (F) and in FACS-isolated BECs from skin (G) of homozygous K14VEGF-A transgenic mice (VEGF-A Tg, n=6) compared to wild-type mice (WT, n=6). CD34
expression levels were comparable in BECs isolated from both genotypes (H). Reduced endocan
expression in FACS-isolated BECs from skin of VEGF-A Tg mice (n=5) after treatment with a
blocking VEGFR-2 antibody (I), compared to control IgG (n=3). BEC CD34 expression levels were
comparable in both treatment groups (J). Data represent mean±SD. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001.

5.3.6 Endocan knockdown in BECs inhibits VEGF-A-induced tube formation,
migration and VEGFR-2 phosphorylation
We next investigated whether and how endocan might contribute to VEGF-A-induced
angiogenesis. The biological functions of proteoglycans often depend on the
interactions of their glycosaminoglycan chains with protein ligands such as cytokines
and growth factors [381, 382]. Therefore, we investigated whether silencing of
endocan would affect VEGF-A effects on endothelial tube formation or migration.
Electroporation of HUVECs with endocan siRNA strongly reduced endocan
expression at the mRNA (Figure 19A) and protein levels (Figure 19B). The total
length of tube-like structures formed by HUVECs on growth factor-rich Matrigel was
significantly reduced upon endocan knockdown compared to control siRNA (-45%;
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P=0.012; Figure 19C). In a monolayer wound healing ("scratch") assay, migration of
HUVECs was not affected by endocan knock-down (data not shown). However, when
cells were stimulated with VEGF-A, silencing of endocan abolished the migrationinducing effect of VEGF-A (reduction of wound closure by 53% compared to control
siRNA knockdown, P=0.007) to levels observed in non-VEGF-treated controls
(Figure 19D, E). Importantly, knockdown of endocan, followed by incubation of
HUVECs with VEGF-A for 10 min, resulted in a strong reduction of VEGFR-2
phosphorylation, whereas the total amount of VEGFR-2 was unchanged (Figure
19F). These findings indicate that endocan is necessary for VEGF-A-induced
signaling and VEGFR-2 phosphorylation.

Figure 19. Endocan knockdown in BECs inhibits VEGF-A-induced tube formation, migration
and VEGFR-2 phosphorylation. HUVECs were electroporated with siRNA against endocan or nontargeting siRNA (NT siRNA). Endocan knockdown was confirmed by RT-qPCR (A) and Western blot
analysis (B). vWF and Ponceau staining served as loading controls. (C) Capillary tube formation in
VEGF-A containing matrigel, quantitified as total tube length per well in µm, was inhibited by endocan
siRNA. (D) VEGF-A induction of HUVEC migration was prevented by endocan knockdown, as
assessed in a scratch wound healing assay. Scale bars: 100 μm. (E) Quantification of scratch closure
(n=8 per group) using TScratch software. Data from one representative experiment are presented as
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mean±SD. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. (F) Endocan knockdown potently inhibited VEGFR-2
phosphorylation. HUVECs were incubated with or without VEGF-A for 10 min. Cell lysates were
subjected to Western blot analysis, using anti-phospho-VEGFR-2, anti-VEGFR-2, anti-endocan and
anti-ERK 1/2 antibodies. Staining for ERK1/2 served as a loading control.

5.4 Discussion
Here, we established a novel method for efficient isolation of tumor-associated blood
vessels from invasive bladder cancers and matched normal bladder tissue using iLCM. Transcriptional profiling revealed endocan as a gene whose expression was
strongly increased on tumor-associated blood vessels, in line with gene expression
profiling studies in breast [383], lung [384], and thyroid [385] cancers.
Endocan mRNA and protein expression was strongly increased on blood vessels of
invasive bladder cancers compared to normal bladder tissue and non-invasive bladder
cancers. Importantly, non-invasive bladder cancer patients with strong endocan
expression had a shorter recurrence-free survival than those with absent or weak
endocan expression. Currently, the standard follow-up for non-invasive bladder
cancer includes cystoscopy combined with cytological examination at intervals of 3 to
6 months, depending on tumor malignancy and previous recurrence rate. Cystoscopic
examinations are unpleasant, time-consuming, expensive, and may have serious side
effects such as infections and damage to the urethra [386]. Cytology is characterized
by a high specificity but a low sensitivity. So far, there are only few promising
molecular markers that might predict recurrence-free survival [350]. Our study
suggests that endocan might be an additional marker that could allow some prediction
how often patients need to undergo cystoscopic examination.
The increased endocan concentrations in the plasma of patients with invasive bladder
cancers indicate that endocan might serve as an additional biomarker to evaluate the
overall prognosis of invasive bladder cancers. However, additional studies are needed
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to investigate whether there are consistent differences of plasma endocan levels
between invasive and non-invasive cases.
As endocan is a soluble proteoglycan, we asked where it may be localized within the
tumor-associated blood vessels. Using high-resolution confocal imaging, we found
that endocan was associated with cell membranes of vascular endothelial cells.
Particularly high amounts of endocan were associated with filopodia of endothelial
cells. Filopodia are typically present on tip cells and are needed for their guidance and
motility during angiogenesis [387]. In agreement with our findings, expression of
endocan was previously also found on tip cells in developing mouse retinas [388,
389].
Tip cells are responsive to VEGF-A and other angiogenic factors and guidance
molecules [43], and tumor-associated vessels form extensive filopodia [370]. Thus,
we asked whether endocan may play a role in migration and sprouting of endothelial
cells. Indeed, when endothelial cells were stimulated with VEGF-A, siRNA-mediated
endocan silencing abolished the migration induced by VEGF-A. In contrast to a
previous report [390], we found that siRNA-mediated endocan silencing also
abolished endothelial tube formation. This discrepancy is likely due to different assay
conditions used (HUVECs embedded between two layers of collagen gel versus
plating on top of a solidified Matrigel in our study). We also found that expression of
endocan by BECs was upregulated after VEGF-A treatment in vitro, whereas
incubation with FGF-2 had no effect on endocan mRNA or protein production. The
different responsiveness of HUVECs [368] and BECs (our study) to FGF-2 likely
reflects functional differences between large vessel-derived endothelial cells
(HUVEC) and microvasculature-derived endothelial cells (BECs).
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Endocan carries a dermatan sulfate chain attached to its serine 137 [369]. Dermatan
sulfate is a linear polysaccharide which consists of repeating disaccharide units
composed of sulfated N-acetylgalactosamine and either glucuronic or iduronic acid
[391]. Both the sulfates and the carboxylates of the uronic acids are negatively
charged at physiological pH, thus providing binding sites for signaling molecules
comprising positively charged amino acids such as cytokines and growth factors.
Interactions between signaling molecules and glycosaminoglycan chains are often
highly specific and may serve to create high local concentrations of signaling
molecules, to prolong their half-life by protecting them from proteolytic degradation
and to facilitate their binding to their cognate receptors [392]. It has been shown that
dermatan sulfate chains of endocan bind hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) [393] and
promote its mitogenic activity on HEK293 cells [394]. However, we previously found
that HGF only had a weak effect on the proliferation of BECs [395]. In contrast, our
novel finding that siRNA-mediated silencing of endocan resulted in strongly reduced
phosphorylation of VEGFR-2 - the major transmitter of VEGF-A's effects on
endothelial cells - upon incubation with VEGF-A, indicates a major role of endocan in
mediating the effects of VEGF-A. Endocan is secreted by endothelial cells upon
VEGF-A stimulation and binds VEGF-A on the cell surface, facilitating its interaction
with VEGFR-2 and increasing the intensity of the VEGF-A signal. It remains to be
investigated whether endocan might also have paracrine effects on non-vascular cells
[367].
Taken together, these results indicate that VEGF-A induces endocan expression in
endothelial cells, which in turn enhances VEGF-A-induced endothelial cell migration
and angiogenesis. The interrelation of endocan expression with the presence of
VEGF-A on one side and the angiogenesis-inducing function of VEGF-A, supported
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by endocan, on the other side could make endocan an ideal biomarker for monitoring
the therapeutic response to treatment with VEGF-A-targeting anti-angiogenic agents.
This concept is further supported by the strongly reduced endocan levels after
systemic treatment of VEGF-A Tg mice with an anti-VEGFR-2 antibody.
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6 Exon analysis of the transcriptome of tumorassociated endothelial cells identifies alternative
transcription and alternative splicing of multiple
transcripts
6.1 Introduction
The “central dogma of biology”, that was introduced by Watson and Crick after the
discovery of DNA, states that DNA encodes for mRNA and mRNA encodes for
protein. For a long time, researchers followed a simplistic view where one gene codes
for one protein. At this time point, however, according to the current Ensembl [396]
release 74, there are only around 21,000 protein-coding genes in the human genome,
that encode for almost 200,000 transcripts. Recent discoveries of the ENCODE
project [397] and other RNA-sequencing projects [398, 399] show that 90% of human
genes undergo alternative splicing and that there are around 10 to 12 alternative
transcripts per gene on average. Alternative splicing is the process in which multiple
mRNA isoforms are generated from a single gene by selectively joining together
exons of a primary transcript in different patterns [400]. Some of the alternative
transcripts have premature stop codons in their transcripts, and with this they will be
identified and degraded by the nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) [401].
However, many of the alternative transcripts will lead to alternative protein isoforms
of the same gene [402] that can have important roles in differentiation [403, 404],
development [405] and disease [406]. The transcriptome can be further diversified
and expanded due to multiple transcripts that are produced by different transcriptional
starts and/or transcriptional ends [407]. This represents a common mechanism that
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occurs with 20% to 58% of all genes (numbers vary in different cell types) [407-409].
With the development of novel technologies such as exon specific microarrays and
RNA sequencing, the expression of all different alternative transcripts can now be
detected and quantified.
There are several studies that used exon arrays to find alternative splice isoforms
[410-414], but none of these studies have focused on tumor-associated vessels. One
study focused on endothelial cells, specifically on the alternative splicing of human
umbilical endothelial cells in vitro under hypoxia [352]. We have previously found
that there is a differential gene expression between human bladder cancer-associated
vessels and vessels of healthy human bladder tissue [345]. To investigate whether
there might be splicing differences between tumor-associated vessels and vessels of
healthy tissue, we performed laser capture microdissection followed by human exon
microarray expression profiling to elucidate transcriptome diversity and to identify
alternative splice variants that could be used as biomarkers or novel targets for
therapies.
Using exon microarrays, alternative splicing can be determined by the relative
inclusion or skipping rate of an exon in tumor-associated blood vessels and vessels of
healthy tissue. Although alternative start/termination of transcription is not an
alternative splice event, the exon array technology can also detect differences in the
usage of transcription start/stop sites. The analysis of exon arrays is a challenging
task, as there no clear standards of analysis [415]. Therefore, in this study, we have
combined the results from multiple types of analysis to obtain more reliable results.

6.2 Material and Methods
Detection of alternative splicing
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Each exon in a human exon 1.0 ST array (Affymetrix) is represented by a probeset
consisting of at least 4 oligonucleotides. Probesets with the highest level of supportive
evidence (core probesets) were used for both exon and transcript analysis.
Raw fluorescence intensity values for every probe on every chip were background
corrected so that no value was negative. As exon arrays do not have mismatch probes,
in contrast to 3’-based arrays, background correction was performed on a pool of
probes having the same GC content [416]. We assumed that the majority of exons
were not differentially spliced, therefore we used a quantile normalization [417] to
render the distribution of probe intensities for each array the same. Values of every
chip were ranked by their intensity. For every rank, the average over all chips was
computed and the actual values of this rank on every chip were then replaced by this
average. Values of each probe in a probeset were summarized using Robust Multiarray Analysis (RMA [342]) to generate a single value of the corresponding probeset.
RMA fits a linear model accounting for the probe affinity effect, the log scale
expression level of the array and an error term. Median polish ensured robust model
parameter estimation [331].
Given the limited number of samples, the heterogeneity found in human cancers and
the inter-patient heterogeneity, the data were expected to be noisy. To compensate,
the data were filtered by multiple methods at both the exon level and the gene level.
To determine if the signal intensity of a given probe was above background noise, we
compared the signal of each probe to a distribution of signals from background probes
(not targeting any real targets) with the same GC content. This comparison yielded a
p-value that was then combined into a probe set level p-value using the Fischer
equation. This method is called detection above background (DABG [416]) and it
indicates if the probe is likely to have an expression level above background. Exons
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were retained for further analysis if they had a DABG p-value < 0.05 in at least 50%
of the samples. Another filter to exclude lowly expressed probesets was to exclude
probesets with a log2 value <3.0 in all samples except for those cases where there was
a significant difference in expression of a single exon between the groups (p<0.05).
Furthermore, in order to reduce the amount of falsely identified alternative transcripts,
cross-hybridizing probes were removed by omitting all the probesets where the probes
either perfectly or partially matched with more than one sequence in the genome
[418]. Probesets that were non-responsive or easily saturated were also removed by
omitting probes that had a low coefficient of variation. Single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) are very common genetic variations and occur at a frequency
of more than one in 1000 bp in the human genome [419]. Probe sequences that map to
SNPs may give rise to altered binding affinities of cDNA to probes, and thus might
influence intensity data, yielding misleading values. This was circumvented by
removing all probes that contained SNPs that were reported in the SNP database [420,
421] before probe summarization.

Array quality analysis
The relative log expression (RLE) model (probe-level model) [422] was calculated
using the log ratio of every probeset of each array, and the median expression of the
same probe set of all other arrays. Normalized unscaled standard error (NUSE) was
calculated by using standard error estimates derived from the RMA median polish fit.
Mean absolute deviation (MAD) was calculated as a median of absolute distances
between residuals and a RMA fit. Average raw intensity was calculated by averaging
all the intensities from one array. In order to detect outlier samples, the overall exon
expression was analyzed using three different probeset types by means of a singular
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value decomposition (SVD [423]) using the Classdiscovery package in R statistical
language. SVD analysis is very similar to principal component analysis (PCA) but
more suitable for microarray data.

Detection of splicing
Alternative splicing was investigated using three parallel analyses. First, microarray
detection of alternative splicing (MIDAS [424],) was performed on exon expression
ratio values using Genespring Gx 12 (Agilent) and Altanalyze [425]. Exons with a
MIDAS p-value <0.05 were considered significant for exon inclusion/exclusion. We
calculated the splicing index (SI) as log2 [exon-to-transcript expression ratio]. The SI
was used as a measure of differential splicing between two groups. Second, analysis
of splice variation (ANOSVA [426]) was performed on raw exon values using the
Partek Genomics Suite (Partek Incorporated). Exons with an ANOSVA value p<0.01
were considered significant for exon inclusion/exclusion. A third analysis was
performed using the finding isoforms robust multichip analysis (FIRMA [427],) using
the statistical language R/Bioconductor [428]. FIRMA was performed using the
default implementation of the aroma.affymetrix package in R together with
logarithmic transformation, as described in the human exon array analysis vignette
[429, 430]. A custom chip description file covering the exon array core probesets was
used (HuEx-1_0-st-v2,coreR3,A20071112,EP.cdf, created by E. Purdom). After
obtaining the FIRMA scores per probeset per sample, the mean FIRMA score in both
experimental groups and the difference between the groups was calculated. Finally,
the probesets were mapped to transcripts clusters and the transcripts were sorted by
the FIRMA score. The FIRMA scores were also subjected to statistical testing using
Bayesian statistics as implemented in the limma [332] statistical package to identify
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consistent splicing differences across samples. Exons whose FIRMA scores were
lower than p<0.001 were considered significant for exon inclusion/exclusion.

Quantitative real-time PCR
The transcript variants of thrombospondin-2 (TSP2) were quantified in samples of
tumor-associated vessels and of vessels of healthy tissue using quantitative reverse
transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) with the AB 7900 HT Fast Real-Time PCR System and
the 2-ΔΔCt method [338]. SYBR probes were designed spanning the exon intron
junction. Primers sequences are reported in Table 4. Every reaction was normalized
to the housekeeping gene RPLP0.
Table 4. Primers sequences
Gene name, location of
primer binding
TSP2, exon 10 to
junction of exon 10 and
11
TSP2, exon 20 to
junction of exon 21 and
22
RPLP0

Forward primer sequence (5’-3’)

Reverse primer sequence (5’-3’)

ACTCCCCAGTGCCCCAGATG

AGCGGCCATCGATTGGGCATG

GTGTCCCTCAAGGTGGTGAA

ATGCACTAAGACTCTGATGTA
GCC

CAGATTGGCTACCCAACTGTT

GGGAAGGTGTAATCCGTCTCC

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Core, extended and full probesets provide a similar expression profile
separation of tumor-associated vasculature and vasculature of healthy
bladder tissue.
We performed exon level expression profiling to identify differential alternative
splicing and alternative transcription between tumor-associated vessels and vessels of
healthy tissue. Expression profiling was performed using the Human Exon 1.0 ST
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array. This array contains 6.5 million probes that are grouped in ~1.4 million
probesets targeting known and predicted transcripts of the human transcriptome [424].
There are three levels of importance (confidence) of probesets on the array: 1) core
probesets (284,000) that target all exons of transcripts annotated by Refseq [322], 2)
extended probesets (523,000) that target transcripts that are not supported by Refseq
evidence but have been found in expressed sequence tags (ESTs [431]) and 3) full
probesets (580,000) that target transcripts that were predicted based on the
conservation of sequences between human, mouse and rat and based on the presence
of consensus splice acceptor and donor sites. To investigate if we can distinguish the
experimental groups by using probesets of different levels of importance, we
performed singular value decomposition analysis (SVD), a commonly used method to
visualize sources of data variability [432]. We observed a clear separation of the
groups of samples from tumor-associated vessels and the group of vessels from
healthy bladder tissue, when using only core probesets (Figure 20A), only extended
probesets (Figure 20B) or only full probesets (Figure 20C). In the initial analysis, we
wanted to focus on high confidence transcripts (Refseq annotated transcripts).
Therefore, we performed all subsequent analyses using the core probesets.

Figure 20. Core, extended and full probesets gave similar expression profile separation of tumorassociated vasculature and vasculature of healthy bladder tissue. Singular value decomposition
analysis of summarized probeset intensities for (A) core, (B) extended, (c) full probesets. Red squares
denote samples from tumor-associated vessels while blue samples denote samples from vessels from
healthy bladder tissue. Plots were made in R statistical language using package ClassDiscovery.
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6.3.2 Array quality metrics
We assayed the probeset signals through multiple quality checks to study whether the
data could be used in the subsequent alternative splicing analysis. First, we used the
relative log expression (RLE) model to identify samples with an unusual high amount
of differential expression. This model works on the assumption that differential
splicing is a rare event. A boxplot visualizes the computed values for each array,
which should be centered on zero. We did not observe any samples that deviated from
zero, therefore we did not exclude any sample from the analysis (Figure 21A). Next,
we used normalized unscaled standard error (NUSE) that provides a measure of
relative array quality derived from the residuals of the RMA model. An array with
elevated NUSE relative to other arrays is typically of lower quality, that could be a
result of degraded RNA. As a rule of thumb, a median NUSE value higher than 1.05
suggests a sample that should be excluded from further analysis [422]. All samples
were centered on 1; therefore, all arrays were kept for further analysis (Figure 21B).
Third, we calculated the mean absolute deviation (MAD) of the residuals from the
RMA fit for each array, compared to the median of all arrays; high values suggest a
problem with an array [433] (Figure 21C). Again, we did not identify any outliers so
all samples were kept for further analysis. Fourth, we studied the average raw
intensity signal of each array. There was no sample that deviated from the other
samples (Figure 21D). Finally, we plotted the distribution of RMA-normalized
intensities to see if there are any arrays that show a differing behavior (Figure 21E).
We found that all arrays performed similarly and that there was no reason to exclude
any from the analysis.
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Figure 21. Array quality metrics. Relative log expression model (RLE) (A), normalized unscaled
standard error (NUSE) (B), mean absolute deviation (MAD) (C), average raw intensity signal (D),
distribution of RMA normalized intensities (E). Different patients are denoted by numbers 1 to 6. T
denotes tumor and N healthy normal tissue. Plots were created in R statistical language using the
aroma.affymetrix package or Altanalyze.

6.3.3 Detection of alternative splicing using MIDAS, ANOSVA and FIRMA
analyses
Exon analysis is challenging and there are no clear analysis guidelines. Therefore, we
combined several analysis methods to increase the stringency, as most of the splicing
analysis methods suffer from high false positive detection rates. To detect differential
splicing, the effect of differential gene expression needs to be removed. A commonly
used strategy to achieve this is to calculate a splicing index (SI [434]) for each exon,
which is denoted as the log2 value of the ratio of expression levels of individual exons
to overall gene level expression. Thus, an SI value of 0 indicates equal expression of a
particular exon in a transcript. SI values of 1 and -1 were used as arbitrary thresholds.
We used this splicing index in an ANOVA model named microarray detection of
alternative splicing (MIDAS [424]) to test the null hypothesis that no alternative
splicing occurs for a particular exon. With a cut-off of p<0.05, we found 581 genes
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with alternative splicing events (Supplementary Table 2). As a second method to
analyze alternative splicing, we used analysis of splicing variation (ANOSVA [434]).
This method directly uses the probeset intensity signals of individual exons to detect
differences in the expression of exons using an ANOVA model. We used a cut-off of
p<0.01 and found 1,014 genes with alternative splicing events (Supplementary
Table 3). As a third method, we used finding isoforms using robust multichip analysis
(FIRMA [427]). FIRMA predicts alternative splicing of an exon based on the distance
from the transcript expression estimate produced by the RMA model. The FIRMA
score is a measure of this distance. A FIRMA score of 1 indicates that no splicing has
occurred. FIRMA scores were compared using Bayesian statistics. We used a cut-off
of p<0.001 and found 1,403 genes with alternative splice events (Supplementary
Table 4). Combining these three analysis approaches, we found 78 alternatively
spliced genes that were identified by all three methods (Figure 22).

Figure 22. Detection of alternative splicing using MIDAS, ANOSVA and FIRMA. Venn diagram
depicting potential splicing events from three different analyses. Numbers indicate the number of genes
with potential splicing events.
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6.3.4 Identification of alternative splice events of important angiogenesis
mediators
Alternative transcripts that were significant in all three approaches were visually
inspected. We focused on samples that showed alternative transcription starts or ends
and on samples where multiple exons were spliced. We used the UCSC browser [435]
to check the GENBANK [323] database in order to find evidence of alternative
transcripts. We focused on two genes that are known to be involved in angiogenesis
and to have anti-angiogenic properties: thrombospondin-2 (THBS2/TSP2) (Figure
23) and ADAM metallopeptidase with thrombospondin type 1 motif, 9 (ADAMTS9)
(Figure 24). There are currently 10 different alternative transcript sequences
deposited in GENBANK for TSP2. In the vessels of healthy tissue, we detected the
expression of the long transcript variant of TSP2 (NM_003247), while in tumorassociated vessels we detected the expression of the short transcript variant of TSP2
(BX641023), in addition to the long transcript (Figure 23A). In order to confirm the
results obtained by microarrays, we performed qRT-PCR using two different primer
pairs. We designed one primer pair that is specific for the long transcript (exon 10 to
the exon 10/exon 11 junction) and another primer pair that binds in the 3’ region of
both transcripts (exon 20 to exon 21/exon 22 junction). We found that the expression
of the short transcript was significantly higher in tumor-associated vessels than that of
the longer transcript (Figure 23B, left), while in the vessels of healthy bladder tissue,
there was no difference in expression (Figure 23B, right), suggesting presence of
only the longer transcript. We detected equal expression of the long transcript variant
in tumor-associated vessels and vessels of healthy tissue, while the short transcript
was expressed only in the tumor-associated endothelium (Figure 23C). Next, we
normalized the expression values of the short transcript to the expression values of the
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long transcript in both tumor-associated vessels and vessels of healthy bladder tissue
and we calculated the fold difference of short transcript to long transcript expression
(Figure 23D). We detected a 20-fold higher expression of the short transcript in
tumor-associated vessels compared to the vessels of healthy bladder tissue.

Figure 23. Identification of alternative splice variant of TSP2. Exon array expression levels and
exon structure of long and short transcript of TSP2 as shown in GENBANK database (A). qRT-PCR
validation of TSP2 long and short transcripts expression in tumor-associated vessels (B, left) and in
vessels of healthy bladder tissue (B, right). Primer positions are indicated in A with arrows.
Comparison of expression of both transcripts in tumor-associated vessels and vessels of healthy tissue
(C). Fold difference between short and long transcript expression in tumor-associated vessels and
vessels of healthy tissue (D). * P<0.05.

There are several known ADAMTS9 alternative transcripts, according to the current
status in ENSEMBL. We identified expression of two additional transcripts in normal
vessels that both were found to encode for protein (NM_182920_5 and
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NM_182920_4), while in tumor-associated vessels there seems to be expression of the
long transcript only (NM_182920) (Figure 24).

Figure 24. Identification of alternative splice variants of ADAMTS9. Exon array expression levels
and exon structure of long and short transcripts of TSP2 as shown in GENBANK database.

6.4 Discussion
Human exon 1.0 ST arrays differ from the previous 3’ arrays in the number of probes
per probeset, the number of probesets per transcript and the background probes. The
major difference is that the probesets target the exons throughout the transcript and do
not only focus on the 3’ end. To investigate alternative splicing, it is crucial to be able
to estimate gene expression levels. Different summarization algorithms for
microarrays give a different estimation of gene expression. The most currently used
ones are Robust Multi-Chip Average (RMA [342]) and Probe logarithmic intensity
error (PLIER [339]). Both RMA and PLIER implement a multiplicative error model.
While RMA assumes that the error is proportional to the normalized and backgroundadjusted probe intensity, PLIER assumes that the error is proportional to the perfect
match intensity without background correction. RMA is known to compress fold
change estimates [342], but when compared to PLIER for alternative splicing
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analysis, it was shown to be superior since PLIER led to over-estimation of gene-level
expression changes, relative to exon-level expression changes, in two-group
comparisons. PLIER led to the detection of substantially more skipped exons in upregulated genes, as well as substantially more included exons in down-regulated genes
[436]. Therefore, RMA was used to summarize signals from multiple probes for the
same exon into a single expression estimate. Exon arrays have probesets of different
level of confidence of existence. We could distinguish the two experimental groups
by SVD analysis when using core, extended or full probes. This is in contrast to a
previous study that also used human exon 1.0 ST arrays [437], where using extended
or full probes, in contrast to core probes, introduced noise and the experimental
groups could not be distinguished anymore. In our analysis, the stringent filtering
allowed us to select probes that performed well and therefore to avoid noise that is
introduced by unresponsive probes.
Another problem of exon arrays compared to classical 3’ arrays is the issue of
statistical testing. As exon arrays contain a much higher number of probesets than
conventional microarrays, data analysis implies a much higher number of statistical
tests that are evaluated in parallel. This in turn may lead to a higher number of false
positives than in classical microarray analysis. In classical microarray analysis, in
order to reduce false positive rates, usually multiple testing correcting procedures are
applied. With exon arrays, this is not possible as exons are not independent of each
other and therefore the tests are not independent [418]. Therefore, to reduce the
number of false positives, we applied several methods of analysis and intersected their
results. We used MIDAS and ANOSVA that use probeset exon values and FIRMA
that uses residuals from a fitted model to detect alternative splice events. Even though
ANOSVA and MIDAS are both special types of a linear regression model, there are
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differences between these two methods that make them complementary and suitable
to combine in the splicing analysis: MIDAS identifies alternative splicing events by
using ratio of exon expression within a transcript while ANOSVA uses raw-exon
specific expression values [415]. FIRMA has a different approach than MIDAS or
ANOSVA and has shown good results in several studies [413, 415, 427, 438].
FIRMA uses the residual values produced by the RMA fit for each probe. The median
of the residuals for each probe set and for each array sample is compared to the
median absolute deviation for all residuals and samples of the transcript. In this way,
it identifies exons whose expression pattern across samples does not follow overall
transcript expression patterns across the same samples. Since all three methods have
disadvantages and advantages and so far there is no scientific rationale to favor one
method over the other, we have combined the results of all 3 methods.
So far, there were no studies that focused on identifying alternative transcripts in
tumor-associated vessels. Proteomic studies identified expression of alternative splice
forms of fibronectin 1 (extra domain of fibronectin a and b) in mouse tumorassociated vessels [232, 233] and human tumor-associated vessels [234]. Our study is
the first to specifically analyze splicing changes of tumor-associated blood vessels in
comparison to blood vessels of healthy bladder tissue and to identify alternatively
spliced transcripts. By combining results of the three analysis methods, we identified
78 alternative splicing events. There was relatively little overlap between the three
methods, likely due to the fact that we could not perform multiple hypothesis testing
correction and that many splicing events found by each method were false positives.
We confirmed the existence of the majority of these splice forms by cross comparison
with sequences of alternative transcripts deposited in the GENBANK. We focused on
two transcripts that are known to be involved in angiogenesis as endogenous
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angiogenesis inhibitors. We identified an alternative transcript of TSP2 in the 3’ end
region that spans from exon 15 to the poly-A tail of the TSP2 transcript. This
alternative TSP2 transcript was - by number of exons and sequence - closest to a
sequence with accession number BX641023 in the GENBANK database. BX641023
was identified in esophageal cancers at the German Cancer Reseach Center [439]. We
believe that this short transcript is transcribed from an alternative transcriptional start
site that is after the sequence that codes for the TSP1 repeats that are anti-angiogenic
[440, 441]. Therefore, the alternative transcript might lose the anti-angiogenic
properties of TSP2 and potentially become angiogenic. We have found potentially
two alternative transcripts of ADAMTS9 in vessels of healthy bladder tissue.
ADAMTS9 was found to act as an anti-angiogenic metalloprotease expressed in vitro
and in vivo by endothelial cells [442]. We suppose that these transcripts result from
alternative transcriptional stop sites. It is interesting that the stop sites are after
sequences that code for the TSP1 repeats. These molecules could have enhanced antiangiogenic properties. Our future studies aim to elucidate the effects of the alternative
splice forms compared to whole TSP 2 and ADAMTS9 transcripts on angiogenesis in
vitro and in vivo.
We also plan to use the expression values of extended and full probes and to search
for alternative transcripts that are not annotated by Refseq. Alternative transcriptional
usage is an important mechanism of diversifying and regulating the transcriptome.
Thus, we plan to investigate the expression values from extended and full probesets to
identify a possible differential regulation of transcriptional start sites. The novel
transcriptional start sites could be confirmed by taking advantage of the data provided
by ENCODE [397] and FANTOM5 [443] projects that screened a large number of
cell lines and tissues and found many novel transcriptional start sites. Overall, our
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data might provide a better understanding of tumor angiogenesis and potentially lead
to the identification of novel targets or prognostic biomarkers.
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7 Conclusions and outlook
Bladder cancer is a common cancer affecting men and women and the invasive form
of bladder cancer has a very low 5-year survival rate [444]. However, no new
therapeutic agents for bladder cancer have been registered for more than 20 years
[317]. Microvascular density (a measure for angiogenesis) was found to correlate with
progression of bladder cancer [300, 303], therefore, inhibition of the growth of blood
vessels of bladder cancer could be a valid therapeutic strategy. However, limited
clinical success of anti-angiogenic therapies that target members of the VEGFA/VEGF-R axes indicates the need for novel targets. The tumor vasculature is in close
contact with cancer cells and expresses different molecules than the vasculature of
healthy tissue [217, 220, 221]. For that reason, vasculature can be the source of novel
targets for drug delivery to cancer or a source of new biomarkers of bladder cancer
progression or resistance to therapy. In this PhD thesis, we have extensively
characterized the tumor-associated blood vasculature from bladder cancer patients and
have identified several molecules that could potentially serve as future therapeutic
targets or biomarkers of this disease.

In order to identify novel tumor vasculature markers of bladder cancer, we employed
immuno-LCM of blood vasculature from bladder cancers and healthy normal bladder
tissue in conjunction with transcriptional profiling. We could identify a specific
expression profile of tumor-associated vessels that is distinct of the expression profile
of vessels in healthy bladder tissue. Some of the upregulated transcripts have
previously been found by other studies focusing on expression profiles of tumor
vasculature of other cancers [200, 217, 220, 221]. It will be of interest to perform a
meta-analysis study of tumor vasculature expression profiles to define mutual and
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unique characteristics of tumor vasculature of different cancers. Molecules that are
expressed by tumor vasculature of several different cancers could serve as pan-cancer
biomarkers or targets. To identify suitable biomarkers that could predict progression
of bladder cancer, we plan to combine our tumor vasculature expression profile with a
large-scale genomic meta-analysis to prioritize genes for biomarker identification in
tumor vasculature. We are currently comparing tumor-associated vasculature
expression profiles to expression profiles of developmental angiogenesis, of in vitro
grown endothelial cells and pericytes under different conditions, and of hundreds of
bladder cancers of different stage and progression. Up to now, we have been able to
validate upregulation of several molecules on the tumor-associated vasculature by
immunohistochemical staining of endocan, insulin receptor, ANGPTL2 and NT5E.
We have also been able to show the correlation of progression of bladder cancer with
the level of expression of ANGPTL2 and NT5E. Additionally, we have detected a
significant difference between ANGPTL2 levels in plasma of bladder cancer patients
(non-invasive and invasive) and healthy volunteers. Our next step is to measure
ANGPTL2 in plasma of more bladder cancer patients and to correlate these levels
with progression. We will elucidate the regulation of expression of ANGPTL2 and its
function in tumor angiogenesis. Interestingly, we find among differentially expressed
genes of tumor-associated vessels many genes that are involved in glucose
metabolism. This is in agreement with other studies on tumor vasculature metabolism
[445, 446]. Another striking finding was the upregulation of insulin receptor on tumor
vasculature; we have validated the expression by immunohistochemical staining and
found a correlation of its expression with reduced recurrence-free survival of noninvasive bladder cancer patients. Our initial studies with endothelial cells in vitro
suggest that insulin receptor is regulated by hypoxia. We are currently designing a
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study where we will evaluate the role of insulin receptor in tumor angiogenesis using
a conditional knockout of insulin receptor in the vasculature of tumor bearing mice.

Another finding of this project was upregulation of endocan, a secreted proteoglycan,
on tumor-associated vessels of invasive bladder cancer. We could provide evidence of
endocan association with endothelial tip cells in angiogenesis of invasive bladder
cancer. Furthermore, we detected an association of endocan expression with
progression of bladder cancer from non-invasive to invasive bladder cancer. We
found that a higher expression of endocan leads to reduced recurrence-free survival in
patients with non-invasive bladder cancer. Our studies showed that endocan is
secreted by endothelial cells upon VEGF-A stimulation and binds VEGF-A on the
cell surface, facilitating its interaction with VEGFR-2 and increasing the intensity of
the VEGF-A signal. The interrelation of endocan expression with the presence of
VEGF-A on one side and the angiogenesis-inducing function of VEGF-A, supported
by endocan, on the other side could make endocan an ideal biomarker for monitoring
the therapeutic response to treatment with VEGF-A-targeting antiangiogenic agents.

In the third project, we have analyzed differential splicing and transcription of tumorassociated vessels in comparison to vessels of healthy bladder tissue, in order to find
alternative transcripts that could be used as biomarkers or therapeutic targets of
bladder cancer. We have combined the results from several methods of alternative
splicing analysis and we could identify 78 transcripts that undergo either alternative
splicing or by using alternative transcription start and stop sites generate transcripts of
shorter size. We found a shorter TSP2 transcript (BX641023) in tumor-associated
vasculature that lacks TSP-1 repeats, which are anti-angiogenic, and therefore could
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potentially lose these anti-angiogenic effects. This would be the first evidence of an
anti-angiogenic molecule that becomes proangiogenic. We believe that this short
transcript is transcribed from an alternative transcriptional start site that is after the
sequence that codes for the TSP1 repeats. There is a long CpG island in this region of
the sequence that could serve as a transcriptional start site. We plan to elucidate the
methylation status of the CpG islands and look for which transcription factor could
bind to the CpG island and initiate transcription. Our future studies will elucidate the
role of short TSP2 on in vitro and vivo angiogenesis compared to the complete TSP2
transcript. Using splicing analysis of extended and full probesets, we will search for
alternative transcription start sites that are not annotated by Refseq. The novel
transcriptional start sites will be confirmed by taking advantage of the data provided
by ENCODE [397] and FANTOM5 [443] projects that screened a large number of
cell lines and tissues and identified novel transcriptional start sites.

Collectively, the three studies presented in this thesis provide a comprehensive
understanding of the tumor vasculature of bladder cancer. Future studies based on
these findings might lead to novel therapeutic targets or biomarkers.
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9 Appendix
Supplementary Table 1. TOP 200 significantly upregulated and TOP 200
significantly downregulated genes in tumor-associated vessels compared to
vessels in healthy adjacent bladder tissue. IterPLIER was used for probe
summarization.
Gene symbol
q-value
Fold change
CENPF
8.74E-05
31.593073
DLGAP5
1.64E-05
27.31737
ESM1
0.000238007
24.908192
FOLH1
0.000251433
24.189463
ANLN
0.000251433
24.189463
CDC6
0.00010741
23.63867
TOP2A
4.39E-05
21.679379
EPCAM
0.000793373
20.493816
CLDN1
0.000860413
20.238075
HIST1H2BC
0.000793373
18.886108
HIST1H2BF
0.000793373
18.886108
HIST1H2BG
0.003839167
18.571743
HIST1H2BI
0.001638666
17.08416
HIST1H2BE
0.001638666
17.08416
MAL2
0.001638666
17.08416
CDH1
0.001638666
17.08416
MEST
0.001638666
17.08416
RRM2
0.000238007
16.399843
ASPM
0.004297091
16.03172
LAPTM4B
0.001638666
14.777384
DDR1
0.002165559
14.562744
DTL
0.000857806
14.54575
NUSAP1
0.006394386
13.565561
ACVR1
0.003470644
13.498725
SGPL1
0.001220437
12.874936
ADAM12
0.000860413
12.859454
CASC5
0.000793373
12.850213
KIF11
0.001373565
12.836203
S100A2
0.000860413
12.600354
CYP24A1
0.000793373
12.38818
TMEM97
0.000812495
12.3441925
P4HB
0.011436324
12.215399
GJB2
0.003594995
12.141021
DSG2
0.000812495
12.0297165
SPRY4
0.002520853
12.023569
ILF2
0.007030277
11.757862
MPZL1
0.001392428
11.689511
FAT1
0.002000529
11.666391
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IDH1
SPP1
NID2
TPX2
CA2
BRIP1
KDELR2
HIST1H2BD
PRDX4
CCNE2
SQLE
COL5A2
SCCPDH
TNS3
CKAP2
CCNA2
GDE1
SEC24D
TNFRSF21
AURKA
CCNB1
SLC39A6
RAD51AP1
UGT1A10
UGT1A8
UGT1A7
UGT1A6
UGT1A5
UGT1A9
UGT1A4
UGT1A1
UGT1A3
COL12A1
PCDH18
HIST2H4A
HIST2H4B
HIST1H4A
HIST4H4
HIST1H4C
HIST1H4D
HIST1H4E
HIST1H4F
HIST1H4H
HIST1H4I
HIST1H4J
HIST1H4K

	
  

0.000962052
0.002210947
0.001555722
0.002210947
0.002165559
0.001373565
0.007539818
0.000860413
0.001495428
0.001638666
0.00090033
0.004193622
0.002046492
0.002022991
0.001638666
0.002567394
0.003327286
0.000793373
0.000238007
0.000238007
0.001373565
0.001638666
0.000238007
0.001152965
0.00185151
0.000793373
0.046973895
0.046973895
0.046973895
0.046973895
0.046973895
0.046973895
0.046973895
0.046973895
0.046973895
0.000793373
0.000860413
0.003327286
0.003327286
0.003327286
0.003327286
0.003327286
0.003327286
0.003327286
0.003327286
0.003327286

11.516686
11.454172
11.171428
11.160805
10.986877
10.9609785
10.917498
10.874134
10.831526
10.672509
10.60394
10.577451
10.520209
10.450896
10.313502
10.060792
10.034532
9.962536
9.930194
9.900721
9.853494
9.822038
9.780376
9.646377
9.632167
9.601888
9.5104265
9.5104265
9.5104265
9.5104265
9.5104265
9.5104265
9.5104265
9.5104265
9.5104265
9.494882
9.389185
9.369978
9.369978
9.369978
9.369978
9.369978
9.369978
9.369978
9.369978
9.369978
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HIST1H4L
HIST1H4B
IFIT3
CISD2
VDAC3
NDC80
GALNT1
PDIA6
ATP6V1C2
CXADR
BTG3
WNT5A
KIF23
ITGA2
CLSPN
HMMR
DYNLL1
CD24
THBS2
CHEK1
CDK7
CCDC125
GGH
DDOST
STMN1
CTSH
PAN2
CNPY2
CIT
EIF3I
PRC1
PAPSS1
EEF1A2
RPN2
CCT2
FBN2
BCAT1
CENPE
RAB18
CAMK2N1
NQO1
NFAT5
MKI67
MXRA5
GINS1
SPIN1

	
  

0.003327286
0.003327286
0.003327286
0.003327286
0.003327286
0.005297347
0.000860413
0.000623193
0.000812495
0.001341885
0.004902177
0.004902177
0.001834094
0.001834094
0.011371069
0.002895037
0.002895037
0.00312297
0.003492459
0.000857806
0.006592961
0.002165559
0.008181691
0.002210947
0.000793373
0.000793373
0.002177028
0.002950362
0.001638666
0.00388993
0.005128811
0.005128811
0.000446355
0.003155684
0.001495428
0.001638666
0.000793373
0.000793373
0.000812495
0.01064766
0.004278689
0.000857806
0.000847305
0.015447552
0.003472957
0.003472957

9.369978
9.369978
9.369978
9.369978
9.369978
9.163033
9.122124
9.121193
9.1038885
9.074979
9.054205
9.054205
9.044893
9.044893
9.0415745
9.038622
9.038622
9.0370035
9.01245
8.97357
8.9717655
8.938765
8.886171
8.845902
8.799474
8.799474
8.762392
8.732478
8.680979
8.628181
8.6034975
8.6034975
8.57398
8.569653
8.531606
8.502779
8.493439
8.493439
8.476083
8.427387
8.338394
8.317588
8.251099
8.211413
8.181981
8.181981
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TMEM106C
SZRD1
NT5C3B
PTDSS1
RCC1
SNHG3
RAB42
ABHD2
HIST1H2AB
HIST1H2AE
CKS1B
GALNT7
ZNRD1
ZNRD1-AS1
SLC35B4
MINPP1
EZH2
C1orf112
SCYL3
TYMS
BUB1B
PAK6
RER1
MCM4
NREP
CERS2
KRT14
TRAM1
HELLS
SLC17A5
KIAA1217
MELK
KRT19
CD276
RACGAP1
COMMD2
SPDL1
DGKH
PHTF2
TMEM147
HOOK1
CPSF3
MBTPS2
YY2
PDHX
APIP

	
  

0.001341885
0.006901935
0.005454665
0.000793373
0.000793373
0.014017503
0.001495428
0.003510766
0.002982607
0.00130044
0.00130044
0.00130044
0.003795567
0.010929365
0.010929365
0.005356988
0.005356988
0.00730379
0.002165559
0.002165559
0.00312297
0.006221909
0.00619168
0.002859151
0.000793373
0.000793373
0.005386483
0.005333169
0.005333169
0.003594995
0.00511573
0.010134168
0.003572958
0.008386361
0.003510766
0.000860413
0.003563221
0.005004441
0.03136606
0.004892045
0.001652449
0.006018445
0.002708769
0.002284208
0.006500267
0.007474876

8.139763
8.13068
8.061844
8.053912
7.9396095
7.8341246
7.828218
7.770552
7.764823
7.7550497
7.7550497
7.7550497
7.75023
7.7123165
7.7123165
7.7020483
7.7020483
7.6956306
7.683118
7.683118
7.6740093
7.582298
7.576696
7.5622153
7.518948
7.518948
7.4967794
7.492041
7.492041
7.48973
7.4503703
7.4335804
7.4067574
7.3465996
7.3453126
7.3268485
7.3231177
7.2958226
7.260987
7.252642
7.2439556
7.2118955
7.1923714
7.1890774
7.1826005
7.1677666
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P4HA1
ABHD5
TNFAIP6
JKAMP
F11R
TSTD1
PMAIP1
MCM2
NME1
NME2
MAPKAPK2
FLRT3
SNRPD2
SON
BIRC5
ACTR6
CTSK
PCNA
TSPAN13
UTP14C
UTP14A

0.00270722
0.00270722
0.00270722
0.00270722
0.00270722
0.00270722
0.00270722
0.00270722
0.00270722
0.00270722
0.00270722
0.00270722
0.00270722
0.00270722
0.00270722
0.002537368
0.003960284
0.006307825
0.004278689
0.004278689
0.000922099

7.1534915
7.1534915
7.1534915
7.1534915
7.1534915
7.1534915
7.1534915
7.1534915
7.1534915
7.1534915
7.1534915
7.1534915
7.1534915
7.1534915
7.1534915
7.1377444
7.128651
7.125457
7.125104
7.125104
7.1203613

Gene symbol
CCL15
CCL15-CCL14
CCL14
C7
MYH11
CLU
CASQ2
FABP4
DARC
DMD
LMOD1
NRN1
PLCB4
TLL1
LIMS2
ADH1B
NR4A1
NOVA1
EFEMP1
MYRIP
CFD
NTRK2
DPT

q-value
0.043223605
0.008956941
0.04529924
0.023985963
0.023985963
0.021124445
0.009672909
0.016538689
0.044081308
0.025521934
0.022164762
0.008495821
0.008735292
0.008735292
0.030709157
0.041744594
0.04748011
0.011250422
0.019314323
0.017168298
0.017168298
0.017168298
0.016959354

Fold change
-2.269786
-2.252321
-2.2500563
-2.24592
-2.24592
-2.2438793
-2.2432034
-2.2336903
-2.2335541
-2.2290258
-2.2227783
-2.2201629
-2.2190669
-2.2190669
-2.2132657
-2.2105749
-2.2064896
-2.2061014
-2.2034135
-2.1948917
-2.1948917
-2.1948917
-2.188519
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GATA6
ANKRD29
C2orf40
RERGL
RBMXL3
TMOD1
TSTD2
SYNM
STEAP4
SORBS1
EGR1
LIFR
CNN1
SELP
RAP1GAP2
PYY2
CES1
OR10G4
OR10G7
ZFP36
OR10G9
OR10G8
CSRNP1
LCE5A
C1QTNF4
PARM1
JAM2
EGLN2
ZFPM2
SSX3
SSX2B
SSX2
RASA4B
FHL1
SEMA4D
RASA4
MTUS2
PIGP
LINC00301
CD6
RPS6KA1
FHL5
FGF7
ADAMTS1
SULT1A1
SULT1A2

	
  

0.03913488
0.03913488
0.03913488
0.03913488
0.03913488
0.03913488
0.03913488
0.03913488
0.011843135
0.029518902
0.024442855
0.03523031
0.03523031
0.04085722
0.013081287
0.017124247
0.017124247
0.015173859
0.015173859
0.015173859
0.011612948
0.031417765
0.019723646
0.016599208
0.016599208
0.016599208
0.016599208
0.016599208
0.013911473
0.022891983
0.03468227
0.03468227
0.029065846
0.029065846
0.029065846
0.012915149
0.015857935
0.040794272
0.011460148
0.031109463
0.031109463
0.012639883
0.022774337
0.027605698
0.031313084
0.04272053

-2.1815789
-2.1815789
-2.1815789
-2.1815789
-2.1815789
-2.1815789
-2.1815789
-2.1815789
-2.1786616
-2.177596
-2.1775267
-2.1702046
-2.1702046
-2.163281
-2.1599126
-2.15849
-2.15849
-2.1434119
-2.1434119
-2.1434119
-2.1423175
-2.1410165
-2.1374078
-2.1198277
-2.1198277
-2.1198277
-2.1198277
-2.1198277
-2.1162941
-2.1045
-2.0962956
-2.0962956
-2.0943792
-2.0943792
-2.0943792
-2.0943189
-2.093165
-2.089466
-2.0822237
-2.0818808
-2.0818808
-2.0814304
-2.0796018
-2.0708165
-2.0630903
-2.060694
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SENP8
NR4A2
AOC3
PDK4
PLN
MMRN1
CADM3
SLC25A23
GIPC2
FFAR1
GADD45B
BMP7
IER3
ANKFN1
PTEN
SGCZ
SMC5
RBP3
MCTP1
MMP23B
VWF
MYCN
TBC1D21
MAPK11
RBPMS
GAMT
CMAHP
SBSPON
FOXF1
HPCAL1
ZNF597
BEST2
GIMAP8
CDC42EP3
CREB5
MKL2
TVP23B
TPPP2
PCSK4
SSTR5
SLC32A1
GTDC2
HABP4
CDC14B
DLGAP2
SHROOM3

	
  

0.012599655
0.008756628
0.018729107
0.021964166
0.021964166
0.021964166
0.021964166
0.008735292
0.0314471
0.022580627
0.015768366
0.034175836
0.010105571
0.03209477
0.039304454
0.018053506
0.022505537
0.041066583
0.008001603
0.03349982
0.046746038
0.027002975
0.015333413
0.019587647
0.017526297
0.027033888
0.031127105
0.029778749
0.029778749
0.027853787
0.023567725
0.007328953
0.022508932
0.025885938
0.024946945
0.018471431
0.026324231
0.046906877
0.014846882
0.027685976
0.027496917
0.010484702
0.03451923
0.033125516
0.035494957
0.028219124

-2.0585856
-2.0559876
-2.0549364
-2.0493658
-2.0493658
-2.0493658
-2.0493658
-2.0484402
-2.0460238
-2.045944
-2.04461
-2.0351102
-2.0317183
-2.0297744
-2.0290413
-2.0261
-2.024865
-2.022612
-2.0200973
-2.0172367
-2.0162773
-2.0115387
-2.0109234
-2.008757
-2.00511
-2.0042198
-2.0037549
-1.9989352
-1.9989352
-1.9975743
-1.9969374
-1.995929
-1.9925766
-1.9919548
-1.9918382
-1.9888707
-1.9883329
-1.9847214
-1.9827062
-1.9793922
-1.9786042
-1.9748673
-1.9748285
-1.9737304
-1.9693874
-1.9693447
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GP1BA
LINC00885
TENC1
KCNH6
GNAZ
CNR1
KANK2
DMP1
PGM5P2
PGM5
DOK3
FAM193B
TPM2
PRSS54
MIR1292
CCDC113
SNORD110
SNORD86
SNORA51
SNORD56
SNORD57
NLGN3
NOP56
BTG2
MAPK7
EGR3
NEXN
HSPB6
PTMS
SORBS2
AGBL5
TMEM214
RAC3
AGXT
GLYATL2
TMTC1
TPRG1L
CCDC69
ZNF76
GMCL1
GMCL1P1
CBX8
GSG1L
TNS1
MUCL1
NR2F2

	
  

0.016411113
0.012020308
0.022169713
0.049697284
0.024367988
0.026494605
0.012631092
0.018391397
0.033135846
0.010628374
0.013322265
0.023562083
0.02604128
0.028157176
0.01699138
0.01699138
0.036365118
0.027240006
0.025651092
0.024367988
0.049732994
0.025786322
0.025786322
0.016543547
0.03907387
0.018145932
0.04148241
0.018442262
0.039485075
0.030225666
0.025313128
0.023798883
0.025330251
0.021557543
0.04793601
0.04008441
0.018053506
0.049071196
0.049242355
0.046136063
0.046136063
0.027240006
0.034932714
0.047193024
0.017947726
0.033464443

-1.9635218
-1.9626052
-1.9605297
-1.9579667
-1.9556484
-1.954061
-1.9512948
-1.9499795
-1.9471109
-1.9452971
-1.9445661
-1.944216
-1.9434348
-1.9431725
-1.9426419
-1.9426419
-1.9420128
-1.9401028
-1.9383563
-1.9381458
-1.9355105
-1.9353814
-1.9353814
-1.9353207
-1.933741
-1.933045
-1.9303627
-1.9302526
-1.9301145
-1.9285674
-1.9227965
-1.922461
-1.9215299
-1.9213259
-1.919086
-1.9154369
-1.915289
-1.9151846
-1.9145874
-1.9137889
-1.9137889
-1.9108889
-1.9081424
-1.9080261
-1.9055972
-1.9032193
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LRRC3B
UBE2Q2P3
UBE2Q2P2
GOLGA6L9
UBE2Q2P1
GOLGA6L5
PPP2R2C
LPP
PPP1R3B
DDX31
BARHL1
RFK
SOX4
NR1D1
THRA
OR2T33
OR2T8
OR2T12
HOXB5
RHOJ
PCDH8
OPN1LW
OPN1MW
OPN1MW2
KLHL42
PIP5K1C
ASB16-AS1
ASB16
MIR1298
SNORA35
HTR2C
C20orf201
KBTBD11
MPP2
GOLT1A
TSNAX
DISC1
NFASC
CKB
GSDMD

	
  

0.033464443
0.024770679
0.04496337
0.019344678
0.020043125
0.020842155
0.019973824
0.011381277
0.02063574
0.026356952
0.037414726
0.022798274
0.022798274
0.030527616
0.045326315
0.02710571
0.013608961
0.044908445
0.024583217
0.017325075
0.027870987
0.032497283
0.017030472
0.02989824
0.014948739
0.014948739
0.008882416
0.04125739
0.024779163
0.027173411
0.028954746
0.013576035
0.04529924
0.04529924
0.04529924
0.04529924
0.04529924
0.04529924
0.04529924
0.04529924

-1.9032193
-1.9015286
-1.89875
-1.8977014
-1.8975143
-1.8953505
-1.8940995
-1.8939077
-1.8938423
-1.8916718
-1.8908608
-1.8905658
-1.8905658
-1.890253
-1.8897283
-1.8894756
-1.8847557
-1.8804061
-1.8792919
-1.8787789
-1.8781018
-1.8767071
-1.8736974
-1.8728151
-1.8725162
-1.8725162
-1.8705657
-1.8703
-1.8671745
-1.866136
-1.8658699
-1.865319
-1.8641399
-1.8641399
-1.8641399
-1.8641399
-1.8641399
-1.8641399
-1.8641399
-1.8641399
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Supplementary Table 2. TOP 200 statistically significant
splicing/transcription events identified by MIDAS (p<0.05).
Gene
symbol
Splicing index
p-value
IARS2
3.099285143
0.003134
AP000525.8
-2.992676889
0.003932
CCL15
5.875896
0.004854
HSPD1
-1.638858889
0.00525
ITGAE
-3.819286952
0.005304
NUDC
-2.476348
0.005362
SLC38A1
2.245807143
0.006582
GDE1
-2.8345415
0.007119
P4HB
3.484654
0.008563
CCNA2
1.865665143
0.008868
COL5A2
-3.250464889
0.00944
ITGA2
4.184228667
0.009473
RPS19
-2.661757
0.009818
KDELR2
2.64091
0.010357
TOR1AIP2
-2.6866287
0.010359
DNAJC13
1.66523
0.010583
LRRC16A
-3.057642
0.011114
SLC39A6
3.002494
0.011143
TPX2
-3.020887875
0.011325
G3BP2
1.139122714
0.011455
ITM2C
-2.165721
0.011678
H3F3A
-3.03949
0.011916
CBX3
3.443346
0.011978
KIF13A
-2.945195
0.01198
GTF2I
3.330852
0.012217
SAE1
1.982157111
0.012508
MTCH2
4.443182
0.012651
LDHB
-3.533056667
0.013156
BRAF
-1.223855667
0.013246
KDM5A
1.814069
0.013332
EGR1
-1.696368333
0.013345
MRPL3P1
-1.535435714
0.013392
COL12A1
3.402948889
0.013463
NRBP1
4.416006
0.013625
TMEM33
3.764804
0.013836
COL1A2
-3.334144182
0.013879
CAPRIN1
-4.0728396
0.013947
LTN1
4.631444889
0.014085
NSMCE4A
-2.700438
0.014153
VPS45
-3.2303804
0.014769
SPIN1
3.814187143
0.015024
GALNT1
2.943878
0.015312
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alternative

U2SURP
NEXN
PFKL
ERMP1
RPL11
LAMA4
NUP205
COX5A
CCP110
JARID2
CCDC47
HNRNPKP1
CLSPN
CTSH
SMARCC2
IDH1
AP1B1
VCAN
FBXO45
SLC25A5
KIF23
ANKIB1
AC097523.2
ALCAM
H1FOO
THAP5
SCYL2
MACF1
HEBP2
HSP90AB1
SRP72
ADAMTS9
BUB1
RDH10
MYH9
ATP2A2
RBMXL2
PRRC2C
RHOU
PTK2
TRIM33
KIAA0100
LPP
SGPL1
PRDM8
GARS

	
  

2.713071724
-1.853394857
-1.549064
3.0948952
1.846142
1.772853231
1.495676
-2.814298727
3.019457724
-3.852972
-2.59505
2.613943
2.036703667
2.459706
3.024067724
2.441553667
1.731351333
-3.571377
-2.3863132
3.614087724
1.408948154
-3.154766
-4.205422
3.778204
1.221360125
3.269028
3.003842667
-3.00500625
2.244738
-2.538924429
-2.36430675
2.129823143
3.087804667
-3.539444375
-3.963968
3.461135724
2.207617724
2.013744889
1.320158125
1.785264
1.454326
1.8364055
3.083106
2.13282
-2.716728
-2.971672

0.01542
0.015431
0.015461
0.016004
0.016027
0.016125
0.016179
0.016375
0.016478
0.016532
0.016589
0.016698
0.016823
0.017017
0.017182
0.017303
0.01732
0.017404
0.017563
0.017637
0.017723
0.017841
0.017857
0.018022
0.018163
0.018239
0.018386
0.018399
0.018493
0.018493
0.018503
0.018593
0.018599
0.01861
0.018694
0.018726
0.018782
0.01888
0.018905
0.018931
0.019099
0.019102
0.01916
0.019301
0.019574
0.019855
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DAD1
MARS
PCGF2
AIG1
DYRK2
ZBTB41
RNFT1
DARS
RAP2A
EIF2AK3
SETX
CDC5L
PDE4D
TGFBR1
AGRN
KLHDC8A
RAD23B
PCM1
ETFA
RBM8A
CHD5
AC007256.5
HNRPDL
ANO10
ESYT1
PTPN4
CACYBP
PKN2
PRDX1
FYTTD1
GNA13
RFNG
RPL6P25
GNL3
ATP6V1C1
BRWD1
YME1L1
TCEA1
YTHDF1
NUS1
CSNK2A1
MGRN1
NCOA3
TFRC
CHADL
PIK3CA

	
  

3.401408
2.544864
-1.820673
-3.129534286
-3.333604
2.585728667
3.174580857
1.225406444
1.549064
-2.779536
2.209162
1.862313733
-1.59268
1.820673
-2.2279775
-2.296736
2.31375
1.912535
2.720413
2.51404
-1.3074805
2.7145844
1.7359115
-3.3300373
1.6016285
1.026815588
1.5752265
2.999578
-2.934975333
3.85471
-1.325884
1.540784
1.534859667
2.188418
-2.400589857
3.768600667
-3.291128667
5.368626
-3.464502
-3.0908
-3.5096624
-2.326737
2.1587442
1.6517865
3.343795333
3.860594667

0.019862
0.019869
0.019881
0.019886
0.019939
0.019977
0.020015
0.020169
0.020253
0.020288
0.020322
0.020373
0.020504
0.02055
0.020655
0.020682
0.020685
0.02083
0.021097
0.021179
0.021242
0.021304
0.021304
0.021473
0.021483
0.021569
0.021636
0.021695
0.021731
0.021757
0.021833
0.021835
0.02223
0.022409
0.022518
0.022574
0.022617
0.02265
0.022779
0.022781
0.02295
0.022994
0.023079
0.023093
0.0232
0.023404
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GOT2
HUWE1
C16orf88
SIRT1
UQCRH
DLGAP5
YY1
THBS2
CASP3
KIAA0564
CPD
LMBRD2
VMP1
MAP4K4
MEGF9
DYNC1H1
FOXJ3
KIAA1109
C9orf150
VPS13C
EPRS
AC007679.3
C11orf9
SH3GLB1
PURB
PANX1
ROMO1
MANF
CXCL14
NLK
C11orf10
C7orf28B
RNF217
PABPC3
APLP2
NAGS
MBOAT1
RABGAP1L
MAPKAPK2
RALBP1
HMGA2
PSMD4
CUTA
FAM83B
KIAA1370
YOD1

	
  

1.757414
-3.170495892
3.375557333
1.148654267
1.4649308
2.106586
2.190514286
2.323705
3.5230604
-3.014177
3.053247
1.869354
-1.021964
-2.2904864
1.041651111
3.393668
-3.863006667
3.0044802
1.210201385
-2.078636
3.83611
1.670222
2.714742667
3.237027333
-1.079434
-1.257747556
1.9714935
1.582573818
-2.416704571
-3.218156
1.980443111
1.489859714
3.188301
2.330332
1.7003692
2.978886
-1.69051
2.424801091
1.398133818
2.143976
1.96768113
1.104564
1.548677
1.515779333
1.725066471
2.687628

0.023444
0.023449
0.023474
0.023579
0.023587
0.02394
0.024027
0.024157
0.024235
0.024347
0.024367
0.024409
0.024413
0.024485
0.024539
0.024571
0.024699
0.024838
0.024855
0.024861
0.02488
0.024901
0.024925
0.024974
0.02502
0.025089
0.025223
0.025302
0.025371
0.025402
0.025427
0.025454
0.025487
0.025507
0.025691
0.025814
0.025815
0.025818
0.025823
0.025835
0.025886
0.025938
0.025975
0.025978
0.026027
0.026139
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ZNRF2
ACTL6B
HADHA
AC004980.7
DPY19L1
ADNP
PSMD12
FAM86B1
STAG1

1.852548667
6.1221425
2.4602804
-3.441804615
3.216438
1.316359667
-2.499518
3.29871
1.70036

0.026166
0.026176
0.026251
0.026384
0.026405
0.026524
0.026689
0.026767
0.026819

Supplementary Table 3. TOP 200 statistically significant
splicing/transcription events identified by ASNOVA (p<0.01).
Gene
symbol
p-value
TOP2A
1.03E-38
ASPM
1.48E-33
CENPE
1.99E-30
CENPF
1.78E-28
CASC5
5.45E-26
NUSAP1
6.21E-26
DMD
1.39E-19
CDC6
6.69E-17
PLCB4
1.34E-16
NUDCD2
1.58E-16
ECT2
8.85E-15
ANLN
9.88E-14
NDE1
1.32E-13
CADM3
1.61E-13
CCL15
3.38E-13
ADAM12
1.01E-12
COL11A1
2.46E-12
COL5A2
5.59E-12
COL12A1
1.25E-11
FBN2
1.35E-11
SLC39A6
1.47E-11
MCM4
2.85E-11
KIF23
3.15E-11
ESM1
3.29E-11
SLC38A2
4.28E-11
CCNA2
1.45E-10
THBS2
1.82E-10
YY1
2.08E-10
EZH2
2.40E-10
EPB41L5
4.92E-10
TPX2
5.45E-10
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alternative

CLSPN
KIF11
MKI67
DSG2
FHL5
CCDC99
DLGAP5
TAF1C
AHRR
LEPRE1
NID2
CASQ2
SORBS1
SPRY4
PLK1
TNFRSF21
SIRT1
NCAPG
ACVR1
COL4A1
MANF
CCT2
DDOST
NUP43
MMRN1
RFC5
GDE1
LIFR
ITGB6
RYR1
MIR4640
ZFPM2
ZDHHC9
CALD1
SNRPD3
SMC2
HIST1H2BD
SNRPB
C1orf9
EDEM1
KLF5
CDK2
C20orf152
NT5C3L
TRAM1
SPIN1

	
  

7.88E-10
8.95E-10
1.05E-09
1.24E-09
1.86E-09
2.02E-09
3.41E-09
4.04E-09
5.19E-09
5.59E-09
6.74E-09
6.83E-09
7.08E-09
9.22E-09
9.83E-09
1.02E-08
1.12E-08
1.12E-08
1.19E-08
1.52E-08
1.58E-08
1.67E-08
1.69E-08
1.88E-08
2.50E-08
4.74E-08
7.48E-08
9.73E-08
9.82E-08
1.23E-07
1.23E-07
1.69E-07
1.78E-07
1.93E-07
2.01E-07
2.27E-07
2.29E-07
2.40E-07
2.59E-07
2.83E-07
3.32E-07
3.39E-07
3.47E-07
3.57E-07
4.07E-07
4.15E-07
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DSP
CBFB
MASTL
PHTF2
ATP2C1
HIST1H2AC
SPG11
TLL1
CA2
ESYT1
TCFL5
CSE1L
COL1A1
HELLS
NLGN3
SLC22A16
CCNB1
SPINT1
PRC1
PTGS1
MMP14
CKAP2
NUP210
RACGAP1
TBC1D21
USP1
RAP2A
KDELR2
ZDHHC20
MYO1B
SNX9
PRPF8
AFAP1L2
ALCAM
FAT1
SLC2A1
FES
STK24
MATR3
SQLE
GNAS
CPA2
PRKDC
SPTA1
DGUOK
ZNF385D

	
  

4.17E-07
4.28E-07
4.41E-07
4.70E-07
4.80E-07
5.35E-07
6.03E-07
6.15E-07
6.53E-07
6.84E-07
8.63E-07
8.83E-07
1.06E-06
1.09E-06
1.11E-06
1.27E-06
1.35E-06
1.40E-06
1.48E-06
1.55E-06
1.56E-06
1.64E-06
1.66E-06
1.80E-06
1.97E-06
2.08E-06
2.09E-06
2.22E-06
2.35E-06
2.49E-06
2.53E-06
2.78E-06
2.88E-06
3.02E-06
3.07E-06
3.08E-06
3.15E-06
3.24E-06
3.28E-06
3.58E-06
3.59E-06
3.70E-06
4.26E-06
4.30E-06
4.49E-06
4.72E-06
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ABI2
NGEF
EPT1
ROBO1
RPGRIP1
ZBTB20
AGXT
SLMAP
STARD13
GATA6
PADI2
CEP55
ARHGAP18
ANKFN1

5.00E-06
5.38E-06
5.44E-06
5.61E-06
6.08E-06
6.21E-06
6.48E-06
6.97E-06
7.12E-06
7.22E-06
7.33E-06
7.73E-06
7.87E-06
7.99E-06

Supplementary Table 4. TOP 200 statistically significant
splicing/transcription events identified by FIRMA (p<0.001).
Gene symbol
FIRMA score
p-value
ABCD3
2.31733435
0
AGBL5
3.678549547
0
CAD
4.232950576
0
GOLGA4
2.320382668
0
FER
3.374733321
0
GSTA4
2.757437136
0
TTYH3
2.891993477
0
KRT3
2.680601703
0
MAPKAPK5AS1
2.189427118
0
CLPX
3.959166203
0
ETFA
2.8179217
0
BTBD1
3.89859652
0
MLKL
-2.486128094
0
NPEPPS
2.481982864
0
POLG2
3.515775029
0
GALNT1
2.42978799
0
HAUS5
3.082028061
0
RPN2
3.031810528
0
PHGDH
2.967476272
1.00E-05
F11R
3.373600407
1.00E-05
KIAA0040
-2.659905075
1.00E-05
GRHL1
-2.091170847
1.00E-05
SP140
2.158013849
1.00E-05
LRPPRC
3.067924298
1.00E-05
TRIM59
2.601536742
1.00E-05
HDAC3
2.81219338
1.00E-05
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alternative

PHACTR2
CCZ1
GALNTL5
BAZ1B
TACC1
VPS13A
ZDHHC6
FOLH1B
C2CD3
SLC38A1
NUDT15
ZDHHC20
BTBD7
GALK2
ADAT1
PIK3C3
SYMPK
HMGXB4
PRDX4
POLA1
BCORL1
AMMECR1
CHRNB2
CASQ2
FCRL1
TFB2M
NOP58
NRP2
FAM136A
KRCC1
LIMS2
ATP6V1A
MAP4
ARF4
GOLIM4
TNPO1
PKHD1
SRI
HAUS6
FKBP4
HELB
FRMD6
SIX4
KIAA0317
MTFMT
FAM106CP

	
  

3.619083635
3.184241693
3.19650084
-2.389450699
3.550569726
-2.676680995
2.931935571
-3.217672429
2.646405727
2.684722901
3.017567913
2.699497138
3.003490034
3.511380102
2.22706304
2.160017095
2.537157644
-2.963957581
2.569000102
-2.350678294
2.466162747
4.037808177
2.648364704
2.327618111
2.250416598
2.022834776
-2.274753852
-1.958784358
2.937756017
-2.768934779
3.851092585
3.100739065
2.426662409
2.757001112
2.077149013
3.594665506
-2.254603192
2.191719445
2.961210228
2.242834959
2.188941185
2.674828312
4.130943322
3.252497211
2.851946592
-2.271723754
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1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
1.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05

MALT1
ZNF585A
CSE1L
PSMD10
LYPLA2P1
MFSD2A
ATP1B1
WASF2
KIF14
EPCAM
ANTXR1
GNL3
ANKHD1
KHDC1L
CHCHD2
SCYL1
SLC37A2
PTPN6
KRT8
E2F7
GOLGA3
NR2F2
SDF2
ENTPD6
COL6A1
HMGB3P6
DGAT1
RPL11
LAMC2
USP48
LAPTM5
POGZ
XRCC5
NDUFB4
IQCJ-SCHIP1
WDR49
PI4K2B
WWC1
SRA1
CSF1R
ATAT1
WDR46
FUCA2
LMTK2
SPIN1
MLL

	
  

-2.488001565
2.088564894
2.399457045
-2.607776711
4.036254267
-2.432640817
2.254030501
2.229187292
3.395377458
2.729287813
2.178837412
-3.312660271
3.290374806
4.139634952
3.997968782
2.342922059
3.192947904
3.815594256
-2.221108091
2.670021383
2.199605114
1.939934592
2.843779421
2.432119136
2.559476181
2.592648492
3.40290569
-2.106803131
-2.366427481
2.040636602
2.033072429
3.012612879
3.108747504
2.749143825
2.01699099
2.286203507
2.273076081
1.828758383
2.800494276
-2.304950914
3.438625743
-1.981892145
2.34476646
2.476245237
-1.978793345
1.906783387
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2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
3.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05

DLEU7
COL4A1
DCTPP1
HN1
CIAPIN1P
SMAD4
C19orf66
UQCRFS1
KREMEN1
MED12
HPRT1
EPHB2
PMF1
TAF12
TARBP1
PDK1
COL6A3
APEH
MRS2
FGFR1OP
LRP11
EPHB4
PPIF
CAPN1
RBM4
GPR180
CDKN3
GREM1
C18orf8
LAMA3
PMAIP1
CCNE1
ETFB
FAM127B
RPS6KA1
UBR4
C2orf29
XXYLT1
TRAPPC11
ERAP1
SMAD5-AS1
TMEM14A
FSCN1
NSUN5
DECR1
COL15A1

	
  

2.858027924
-2.512353955
2.033990402
-2.487642863
2.288495592
-2.128152063
2.263216627
2.889580999
2.765747595
1.921017871
2.541240997
2.126840977
2.355778147
-2.069429265
2.202285377
-1.902710162
2.700797029
2.798911276
-2.231738125
2.272826359
-1.816238688
-2.497952654
-2.654950388
-2.282055755
-2.458447516
-2.753469784
-1.92279528
2.068505166
2.226595332
1.952055468
-2.374591272
2.041778394
-2.503683279
3.32426019
2.960776967
2.51399224
2.549856381
-2.343233618
3.815575115
2.236889897
2.251223159
-2.569873844
2.15172026
-2.47203942
-1.933716529
2.347854751
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4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
4.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
5.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05

SMC2
OAF
ZW10
KIAA0664L3
ESRP2
YES1
ZNF473
ITCH
NCOA3
ILF2
OLFML2B
TMBIM1
PSMD2
RARRES1
CDS1
SLC39A8
ALDH5A1
COX6A1
HLA-C
SEC63
NDUFA4
FER1L6-AS1
UBAP2
PTBP3
AKR1E2
TLL2
ARHGEF7
EFCAB11
MYO9A
NBR2
SLC39A6
MAGED2
SPATA1
E2F2

	
  

-2.293683508
2.844772128
1.881418913
2.486810834
3.591804193
2.55034316
1.906996503
-2.070415974
-2.702069696
2.112396354
2.210231402
1.85392059
1.940566332
2.515664509
2.372168499
2.09572762
-2.387241557
2.466064328
1.70825169
1.824012328
2.276399745
2.585390215
-2.731791996
2.633326211
3.128417439
2.113334841
1.963353783
2.510193946
2.961430242
2.859004813
1.953164343
-2.04287788
2.375291576
2.580894837
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6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
6.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
7.00E-05
8.00E-05
8.00E-05

10 Abbreviations
ACVR1

activin A receptor, type I

ADAM12

ADAM metallopeptidase domain 12

ADAM23

ADAM metallopeptidase domain 23

ADAMTS9

ADAM metallopeptidase with thrombospondin type 1 motif, 9

AEC

3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole

ANGPT1

angiopoietin 1 (Ang1)

ANGPT2

angiopoietin 2 (Ang2)

ANGPTL2

angiopoietin-like 2

ANOSVA

analysis of splice variation

APET

anti-proliferating-endothelium therapy

ASPM

abnormal spindle homolog

AUC

area under curve

BCA

bicinchoninic acid

BEC

primary human dermal blood endothelial cells

B2M

beta-2-microglobulin

CAGE

cap analysis of gene expression

CDCP1

CUB domain containing protein 1

CDH1

cadherin-1, E-cadherin

cDNA

complementary deoxyribonucleic acid

CIS

carcinoma in situ

CLDN1

claudin 1

COL1A2

collagen, type I, alpha 2

COL4A1

collagen, type IV, alpha 1

COL4A2

collagen, type IV, alpha 2
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CXCR4

chemokine (C-X-C motif) receptor 4

DAB

diaminobenzidine

DABG

detection above background

DARC

Duffy antigen receptor for chemokines

DLL4

delta-like ligand 4

DNA

deoxyribonucleic acid

DR6

tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily, member 21 (TNFRSF21)

EBM

endothelial cell basal medium

EC

endothelial cell

ECGF

endothelial cell growth factor

ECM

extracellular matrix

EGFL6

EGF-like-domain, multiple 6

ELISA

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

ELTD1

EGF, latrophilin and seven transmembrane domain containing 1

EPC

endothelial progenitor cell

ERBB2

v-erb-b2 avian erythroblastic leukemia viral oncogene homolog 2

ESM1

endothelial cell-specific molecule 1, endocan

EST

expressed sequence tag

FANTOM

The Functional Annotation of the Mammalian Genome

FBS

fetal bovine serum

Fc

fragment crystallizable

FGF-2

fibroblast growth factor-2 (basic)

FGFR3

fibroblast growth factor receptor 3

FILIP1L

filamin A interacting protein 1-like

FIRMA

finding isoforms robust multichip analysis
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FJX1

four jointed box 1 (Drosophila)

FN1

fibronectin 1

FTMS

Fourier transform mass spectrometer

FZ10

frizzled family receptor 10 (FZD10)

G1

well differentiated bladder cancer

G2

moderately differentiated bladder cancer

G3

poorly differentiated bladder cancer

GC

guanine-cytosine

G-CSF

granulocyte-colony-stimulating factor

GEO

gene expression omnibus

GLS

gene library summarizer

GM-CSF

granulocyte macrophage-colony stimulating factor

GPM6B

glycoprotein M6B

GPNMB

glycoprotein (transmembrane) nmb

GSTP1

glutathione S-transferase pi 1

HEYL

hairy/enhancer-of-split related with YRPW motif-like

HGF

hepatocyte growth factor

HMGB1

high mobility group box 1

HMVEC

human microvascular endothelial cell

HUC

human urothelial cell

HUVEC

human umbilical vein endothelial cell

ICAM1

intercellular adhesion molecule 1

IGFBP3

insulin-like growth factor binding protein 3

IGFBP7

insulin-like growth factor binding protein 7

IL6

interleukin 6
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IL8

interleukin 8

i-LCM

immuno-laser capture microdissection

INSR

insulin receptor

IterPLIER

iterative probe logarithmic intensity error

ITGAV

integrin, alpha V

KDR

kinase insert domain receptor (VEGFR2)

KIF11

kinesin family member 11

KRT 5

keratin 5

KRT 7

keratin 7

KRT 17

keratin 17

LAMC3

laminin, gamma 3

LC-MS

Liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry

LOX

lysyl oxidase

MAD

mean absolute deviation

MALDI

matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization

MHC

major histocompatibility complex

MIDAS

microarray detection of alternative splicing

MIRP2

potassium voltage-gated channel, isk-related family (KCNE3)

MXRA5

matrix-remodelling associated 5 (MXRA5)

MYC

v-myc avian myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog

NMD

nonsense-mediated mRNA decay

NPV

negative predictive value

NT5E

5'-ecto nucleotidase (CD73)

NUSE

normalized unscaled standard error

PBS

phosphate buffered saline
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PCA

principal component analysis

PDGF-β

platelet-derived growth factor beta polypeptide

PDGFRβ

platelet-derived growth factor receptor, beta

PFS

progression-free survival

PLGF

placental growth factor

PLIER

probe logarithmic intensity error

PPV

positive predictive value

PRSS3

Protease, Serine, 3

PTPRN

protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, N

PUNLMP

papillary urothelial neoplasms of low malignant potential

pTa

non-invasive papillary bladder carcinoma

pT1

tumor invades subepithelial connective tissue

pT2

tumor invades muscle

pT3

tumor invades fat layer

pT4

tumor invades pelvic or abdominal wall or prostate or uterus or vagina

PV1

plasmalemma vesicle associated protein (PLVAP)

qRT-PCR

quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction

RLE

relative log expression

RMA

robust multi-array analysis

RNA

ribonucleic acid

ROC

receiver operating characteristic

SAGE

serial analysis of gene expression

scFv

single-chain variable fragment

SDF-1

stromal cell-derived factor 1 (CXCL12)

SDS-PAGE

sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
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SI

splicing index

siRNA

silencing RNA

SMAD2

SMAD family member 2

SMAD5

SMAD family member 5

SMC

smooth muscle cell

SNP

single nucleotide polymorphism

SSH

suppression subtractive hybridization

STC2

stanniocalcin 2

SVD

singular value decomposition

TCGA

The Cancer Genome Atlas

TEM

tumor endothelial marker

TENC1

tensin like C1 domain containing phosphatase (tensin 2)

THBS1

thrombospondin 1 (TSP1)

THBS2

thrombospondin 2 (TSP2)

TMA

tissue microarray

TNF-α

tumor necrosis factor alpha

TP53

tumor protein 53

VEGF-A

vascular endothelial growth factor-A (VPF)

VPF

vascular permeability factor

VHL

von Hippel-Lindau gene

vWF

von Willebrand factor
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